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DREAMS and VISIONS

by

JEANINE SAUTRON

This is so CONFUSING = I hardly know where to begin. We were aware of these "DREAMS and VISIONS" for many Years. Especially from one "DAME EDITH PLAYEL-BARRITT" C.St.GC., C.C.A., O.St.S., 31-4 rue Oscar-Bider, 1220 Avanchet-Parc, Genève, Switzerland. Tél. 022/96 68 93. Who wrote to MAX CORBETT = ATTORNEY-AT-LAW, (HAWAII "TRADEMARK" CASE) 5902 Bermuda Dunes, Houston, Texas, 77069. And told him that she replied to a Letter from "HOEHN." "HOEHN" somehow did not remember any letter he had ever sent to "DAME EDITH" = then, AFTER THAT = she fired LETTER after LETTER after LETTER = and Papers in ENGLISH and FRENCH = and said this is in reply to your "REQUEST" for JEANINE SAUTRON "VISIONS and DREAMS" in FRENCH = so I had PAT ARCHER WRITE TO HER and inform her that I had NEVER written to her in my life! = much less asking for things in FRENCH = and we packed her RUBBISH in a Box and sent it all BACK to her = did this stop her = ??? No. She kept on firing Envelope after Envelope. We could just about GUESS what was in the LETTER = before we opened it. We had some letters returned UNOPENED = that did not stop her either. Maybe that's the way they "WIN" people = like the "YAHVISTS" = REPEITION = REPEITION = REPEITION like the HYPNOTIST = SLEEP = SLEEP = SLEEP! Like the
man who had a Son = that he named "Pete." Then he had another Son, and could think of no better Name = so he called him "PETER." Then he had the 3rd Son = and failing to find any better Name = he called him: "REPEATER!"

Pete = Peter = Repeater!

Everyone else of our Workers = was so sick and tired of these "Repeater" attacks = and people writing us from all over the World = who obtained all her (Jeanine) letters and tapes = and said they found "Nothing!" in them = so we were not about to bother with them at all - especially when we found (A) She was SDA. (B) She believed SDA were going to give the "Last Message!"

Well, we were not about ready to go back =

To that! That's all we wanted to hear. She was no "prophet of God!" That "harlot" of T8:250 was going to go through! Drugs and all! No "movement" to come! GC 464. No "Midnight Cry!" "Go ye out to meet Him!" No, the "spirits" that controlled her = kept her in the Midnight Darkness "synagogue" with no hopes of return! So we dismissed her from our thinking. Then now comes a 236 page "Loose-leaf" collection of her "Dreams and Visions" = by another Agent = who writes:

March 3, 1991:

"Dear Brother Hoehn:

Marian Pelch and her son Jerry Pelch ordered this book for you..."

Roy L. Lemke,
2538 N.E. 33rd.,
Lincoln City, Or.
97367-4956.

(Also the same sent to Anne DeMichael and Phyllis Yurkowski = $12.50 each.) We were in the middle of publication #669 = "The Shaking ("Sealing") begun January 10, 1991 = and finished printing = March 22, 1991 = we let the "Dreams and Visions" sleep the sleep of death.
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THEN IN THE MAIL CAME =

An Envelope from MELVIN F. HORN, P.O. Box 876, BOGALUSA, LA. 70427. NOT A WORD by MELVIN HORN = but acting as another "AGENT" for the DREAMS of "JEANNIE WITH THE BROWN-BLUE EYES."

"JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING IS TERMINATED!"

by JEANINE SAUTRON

Printed and Edited by "ROY L. LEMKE" of OREGON. This is the FIRST we knew = "My brothers and sisters, THE JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING IS ENDED!" In the heavens our Lord Jesus has closed the last book definitely. The destiny of each one is IRREVOCABLE. (This is the FIRST WORD we EMPHASIZED = but as we always do = we will continue to EMPHASIZE major WORDS without necessarily saying so. Especially as we hit the HIGH-LIGHTS of this EARTH-SHAKING NEWS!) (We will not necessarily switch to "ITALICS" either. Takes too much TIME.)

ESPECIALLY IF WE ARE ONLY QUOTING JUNK ANYWAY =

*****MARCH 3, 1991 = ROY L. LEMKE sent us "DREAMS and VISIONS" by JEANINE SAUTRON = FRANCE.
*****MARCH 11, 1991 = MELVIN HORN sent us some of the SAME JUNK.

WE WERE FIRST AWARE THAT SDA PROBATION WAS OVER =


*****MARCH 23, 1991 = ANN DeMICHAEL came over so we could EXAMINE this EVIDENCE = to be SURE that this is what was said by "JEANINE SAUTRON" as PUBLISHED by ROY L. LEMKE as DISTRIBUTED BY MELVIN F. HORN. I had to have a WITNESS to make SURE I was not ADDLED.

THE ONLY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

the PAPER DIRECT FROM ROY L. LEMKE and the COPY SENT BY MELVIN F. HORN = The HORN COPY had an extra Page = "GOOD NEWS! JESUS IS COMING SOON!" (All by ROY L. LEMKE.)
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Since our experience of the past =

When we said 'BRINSMEAD-HUDSON' taught so and so in 1959-60 = we were called: "LIARS!" 'BRINSMEAD NEVER TAUGHT THAT!" Such people usually ALWAYS are "HIT AND RUN!" DRIVERS. They DENY what you said = thus they set their MIND OUT OF GEAR = and not wanting a REPLY = to set their GEARS in motion again = they often will not READ ANYTHING ELSE YOU SAY = (Of course they have a very good "REASON!" = "YOU ARE A LIAR!" = RIGHT = ???)

WE CARE NOT THE SNAP OF THE FINGERS

FOR SUCH PUFFED UP BIGOTS =

ALL WE DO IS WAIT FOR THE DAY OF JUDGMENT = and the 7 LAST PLAGUES to find out WHO=WAS=RIGHT!

I SURE FEEL SORRY FOR THE FOOLS =

THAT FALL FOR SUCH PLAIN BALONEY = and is why we write. TO WARN THEM = !!! We sure do WONDER what people have to say when they (YEARS LATER) find their "PROPHET" was WRONG = are they SORRY? Are they ASHAMED? We were astonished to find = "NO!" They cover it all by: (A) 'BRINSMEAD WAS RIGHT - IN THE BEGINNING! And they go around CRYING and WEEPING that he should "PLEASE!" come BACK to what he taught = "IN THE BEGINNING!" Not a REPENTANCE = not a SHAME = in a TRAIN-LOAD of them!

(b) 'BRINSMEAD' was more HONESi than they were = ne openly said - take his EARLY TAPES and EARLY PAPERS = to the DUMP! We knew that was all they were worth = RIGHT IN THE BEGINNING! Yet at the FRITZ ALSETH MEETINGS IN 1984 in SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA HOEHN WAS PHYSICALLY THREATENED if he did not STOP EXPOSING THE EARLY ERRORS of the DEMENTED 1960 HUDSON "AWAKENING!"

THEY CAN NEVER CAN GET ENOUGH =

OF THAT WONDERFUL STUFF!

And TWIST and TURN and CONNIVE = to get away from ADMITTING they were DEAD WRONG! But instead of SHAME - they say: "WE ARE STILL LEARNING!"
"EVER LEARNING AND NEVER ABLE =

TO COME TO A KNOWLEDGE OF THE TRUTH!"

IN ALL HONESTY AND DECENCY = they should now that the EXCITEMENT has died away = now take those EARLY HUDSON-BRINSMHEAD-WRIGHT-PESTES-RADER-MATTIE-NAGEL-
DURST-MCCOY-WRITINGS and go over them = INCH BY INCH = what in the World did they SEE in them? (OUTSIDE of MASS ENTHUSIASM?) Look them over CAREFULLY in a calm and rational manner = and see one EXAGGERATION after the OTHER = one CONTRADICTION after the other = you did not see it THEN = ??? Will you see it NOW = ???. This is 31 YEARS LATER = did you learn ANYTHING in these 31 YEARS = ??? Or are you just the same PUSH-OVER = that you are going to get EXCITED by this NEW PROPHETESS = "JEANNIE with the BROWN-BLUE EYES = ???" (ELIJAH "MOCKED" the incantations of JEZEBEL'S BAAL-
PRIESTS!" You want HONOR for your PROVEN FALSE TIME-
PROPHETS = you look some where else! NOT HERE!)

YOU ARE TO STONE A PROVEN FALSE TIME-PROPHET!

You should ASK = some one should WRITE = WHY COULD THE JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING "NOT" BE OVER = ??? What are we to look for for a SIGN that it has even STARTED? Or would you like to FORGET how you FELL for HIEBERT'S "WAYMARK ARK THEORY?" (Tables of Stone to be found.) People that DISMISS that so CASUALLY = also DISMISS their SEXUAL EXPERIENCES of the PAST = JUST AS CASUALLY! INSULTING? NO! Just a plain FACT! Where is it WRITTEN? TM 447. Aren't we talking of the "JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING?" Track it down!

LOOK FOR "FORNICATORS" = "ADULTERERS" = "HARLOTS!"

EVERY PAGE! TM 426, 427, 428, 431, 433, 434, 435, 445 = "SEALING!" = 446 = and WHY they will not make it! TM 447. They believed what they taught = "BY FAITH ALONE!" - NO "WORKS!" THE "CURSE OF WORKS!" THE "CURSE OF LEGALISM!" CURSING on their way to the KINGDOM! I could hardly believe my EYES when HUDSON RAILED in 8 "LAYWORKER" ARTICLES = RAILED 24 TIMES AT "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!"
DO WE BELONG TO THAT CHURCH? NO, NEVER!

THEY CAN GO TO "HELL!" ALL BY THEMSELVES! WHAT HAVE WE BEEN SAYING = ??? Those who think it NOTHING to SWITCH PARTNERS as EASY as all that - can SWITCH DOCTRINE just as EASY! And NEVER be RIGHT! THE "LOUD CRY" will COME - the "LOUD CRY" will GO = and they will neither KNOW it - nor RECEIVE it! TM 300, 507. Not SORRY for the one - not SORRY for the other. Just REVEL when they get into a HIGH = and that's ALL THIS IS = this JEANINE is HIGH = and due for a very BAD FALL = !!! And all who follow her = unless they REPENT. (If that is possible.)

DO WE SEE ANY SIGNS OF IT?

"WE ARE STILL LEARNING!"

So is she. "EVER LEARNING = and NEVER ABLE = to come to a Knowledge of the Truth!"

"NOT QUICK TO DISCERN THE DIFFERENCE!"

NO "HOLY SPIRIT!" SM 1:202, 121, 282.

(YOU WANT 20 MORE = ???)

SM 1:16 =

FLOUNDERING AROUND IN THE MUD = and yet telling OTHERS how to get out of the MUDDY SEA they themselves are in. They do not know what they are talking about - yet make the LOUDEST NOISE! STILL WATER RUNS DEEP!

WE ARE SURE OF WHAT JEANINE SAUTRON =

(ACCORDING TO ROY L. LEMKE - IS TEACHING!)

"JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING = IS TERMINATED!" By JEANINE SAUTRON. MONTH OF MARCH = 1991. "My brethren and sisters, THE JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING IS ENDED! In the heavens our Lord Jesus has closed the LAST BOOK DEFINITELY. The destiny of EACH ONE OF US is IRREVOCABLE, either for ETERNAL LIFE, or for ETERNAL DEATH. JESUS TOLD ME THAT..."DREAMS and VISIONS" MESSAGES...I have been SCOFFED at, RIDICULED, and now the JUDGMENT of the LIVING is ENDED for God's sanctuary and My Holy Spirit has WITHDRAWN. There is no more FIRE and OIL for those who wish to BUY IT! No more OIL to TRANSFORM their CHARACTER of sin!..."
"I SAW that they are like STRAW, like DRY WOOD, without LIFE, without SPIRITUALITY and DISCERNMENT... there is no more FIRE, nor the HOLY SPIRIT to CONVERT the SINNER and TRANSFORM HIM...He has SEPARATED the HUMBLE from the HYPOCRITES...I SAW IN THE DREAM... They arrived TOO LATE and there was NO MORE OIL for them! No more HOLY SPIRIT! The ANGEL TOLD ME that their "CHARACTER" is COLD, without LOVE, like DRY WOOD...They are DEAD from WITHIN and are like WOOD FOR BURNING...Jesus has made it clear to me..."DREAMS and VISIONS"...Jesus said to me...The JUDGMENT of the LIVING for ADVENTISTS who have been BAPTIZED, is FINISHED! No more GRACE, no more OIL, nor FIRE for those who desire to have it NOW!"...

****

"Jesus has separated the TARES from the WHEAT, but those who have been JUDGED as WEEDS,..."I will send them a spirit of STRONG DELUSION...so that they believe in LIES. No longer having the HOLY SPIRIT of GOD to transform their CHARACTER, they will remain always with their SINS!"

****

"...they will continue to REBEL against GOD. They will remain SLANDERERS, BABYLONIANS, embracing worldly ideas and acting like the World... (THAT IS ONE PAGE.)

PAGE 2 =

"the love of JESUS will manifest itself in the heart of the Churches of God, by those people. They will MOCK and TRAMPLE on the counsels of the Spirit of Prophecy..."The SORTING and SHAKING is ENDED! The purifying FIRE has SORTED and TESTED the Adventist people...THE JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING IS ENDED! Jesus HAS judged His people. The sinners in ZION will be ELIMINATED and many will be seen ABANDONING THE CHURCHES."
THE SIN OF "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!"

AT THE SAME TIME = "LITTEREL" of the "SABBATH SENTINEL" = ECHOED THE SAME! The "SIN" of "LEGALISM" and "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" These are ACTORS ON A STAGE = PROGRAMMED by another ENTITY = as to how they are to ACT and what they are to SAY! HUDSON OPENLY ADMITTED THAT! That he would submit ALL he wrote = to be APPROVED by the GENERAL CONFERENCE of SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS! That did not seem to bother ANYONE!

AS WE HAVE SAID MANY TIMES =

Why get "BABYLON" from SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS? But PLAGIARIZING from the MIGHTY PRINCES OF BAAL AND MOLOCH = ??? Why not go there and get it = DIRECT = ??? MILLIONS DID = went BACK to the OTHER CHURCHES! 395,000 EVERY 5 YEARS = !!! 2,000,000 under the FIGHR = PIERSOM = WILSON ADMINISTRATIONS!

IF HUDSON-LITTEREL = COME UP WITH THE

SAME DOCTRINE AT THE SAME TIME =

THIS HAS TO BE "COLLUSION!"

A CABALLA = JUNTO = men united in close design to take advantage of the MANY. It may be the "ILLUMINATI" = (WORSE THAN JESUITS!) = no matter by what "NAME!" In the background is SATAN! We have made it our Business to LOOK FOR = and DETECT = "COLLUSION!" When 2 MEN = at the SAME TIME = SWITCH THEIR OWN DOCTRINES of (perhaps) 12 or 15 Years running = and SUDDENLY SWITCH over to "HEPPENSTALL" = (for Example!) = we detect something ROTTEN IN DENMARK = !!! PEOPLE WHO HAVE A "RELIGION!" = RIGHT OR WRONG = do not SWITCH = OVERNIGHT! Especially if 2 of THEM (Like GROTHEER and AL FRIEND) beating their Drums for LEAVING THE CHURCH = SUDDENLY SWITCH and tell you to GO BACK TO THE CHURCH = (To "LEND YOUR INFLUENCE" OR WHATEVER!) = if 2 of them do it at the SAME TIME = that has to be "ORDERS!" = "COMPUTERIZED ROBOTS" = going through the MOTIONS. WHEN was this = ??? When AL FRIEND went through the Country with that "MESSAGE!" And was CUT DOWN in the MIDDLE OF IT = THAT WAS THE YEAR!
SO WE MAY BE FooLED = SOMETIMES!

BUT NOT ALL THE TIME!

We do not have to be hit with a 10 Pound Hammer over the Head to detect "COLLUSION!" A JUNTO = PAID AGENTS = led and inspired by the DEVIL = to now come up with the SATANIC INSPIRED DOGMA = to make all "REFORM" look SICK = by PREDICTING THE "CLOSE OF SDA PROBATION" = that is "INSANITY!" at it's WORST! (And at the SAME TIME call on us to try to win = "ADVENTISTS!") It is either ONE or the OTHER = WHICH IS IT = ???

DID YOU KNOW THE DICTIONARY MEANING

FOR "SOPHISTRY?" ONE MEANING is "PLANNED CONFUSION!"
To make the Mind "WONDER!" And the MIND that "WONDERS!" - loses its! "TORMENT!" So in some Cases this is a "PLANNED SCIENCE!" DELIBERATE DECEPTION!
PLANNED! ANYTHING to SHAKE UP the RANKS of the "OPPOSITION!" JESUITS = MAFIA = ILLUMINATI = CIA = FBI = SDA!

NOW READ = AND READING UNDERSTAND = SM 1:196.

When SR. WHITE speaks of the "OMEGA" of APOSTASY being: PLANNED = DELIBERATE = "CONFUSION!" this was the "MIND SCIENCE" that KELLOG was getting into = this was the 1903 "ALPHA" = "PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!" (the very Word: "PRETENTIOUS!" tips us off! What does "PRETENTIOUS" mean? And ADD to that: "SOPHIS-
TRIES!") Destined to go into the

"OMEGA OF APOSTASIES!"

THIS IS THE SUBJECT in SM 1:193 to 205. "And I trembled for our people!" WHAT A CLEVER "OMEGA!"
Making all "REFORM!" look SICK = by INSANE "DREAMS and VISIONS!" = not only from ONE SICK INDIVIDUAL = but all the way from 1950 to 1991 = one False Prophet after the other = (including "FROOM!") The MASTER-
MIND of the 1960 "AWAKENING!" = yes, it is Time to "REPENT!" = rather than try to make out = "WE ARE
STILL LEARNING!"

* * * * * * * * * *
"NO LONGER CONSENT TO "LISTEN" = WITHOUT PROTEST = !!!
"MEET IT!" SM 1:196, 200-5.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

"THE LAST BOOK IS CLOSED BY JESUS in the JUDGMENT of
the LIVING! There is no more Grace, no more Pardon...
the JUDGMENT for His people is ENDED! Henceforth
those...will be pursuing their PATH of INDIFFERENCE to
spiritual things...

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

"JESUS TOLD ME that "DREAMS and VISIONS" were the LAST
APPEALS that He was sending to the Church of LAODICEA,
in the last days, before His GRACE COMES TO AN END...
the people of LAODICEA were in the JUDGMENT of the
LIVING, soon to come to an END...My brothers and sis-
ters, for the people of LAODICEA, there is no more any
OIL to be SOLD, no more FIRE, no more HOLY SPIRIT to
convert sinners...THE JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING in the
sanctuary of God is ENDED for those who are in the
HEART of the ADVENTIST CHURCHES and who joined them-
selves to Jesus in the waters of BAPTISM...

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

"My brothers and sisters, there is in this interview I
had with Jesus who announced that the JUDGMENT OF THE
LIVING IS ENDED, Jesus said to me, "NOW I am selling
OIL and FIRE to those who are OUTSIDE the Church of
LAODICEA, but for you, the Advent people, the JUDGMENT
OF THE LIVING IS TERMINATED! There is no more any
FIRE, nor OIL for those who would like to BUY IT!"

THE LOUD CRY HAS BEGUN

(PAGE SESSLER!) "THE JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING in God's
sanctuary is ENDED! Now Jesus is hastening His people
on the FINAL PHASE. It is with a heartfelt respon-
sibility that Jesus has assigned to me the task of
transmitting to you, as from Himself the following
appeals:

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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"My brothers, Jesus is calling upon the LAYMEN in order to give the **LOUD CRY** to the World that is perishing! He tells me, "I am selling OIL for those who are still in BABYLON. Go into the streets, in the main squares, along the roads so that the **LOUD CRY** is given in the **LAST APPEAL."** (Then she quotes Matt. 22:9-13.)

**SACRIFICE EVERYTHING**, "Jesus said to me, "on the altar of Grace! Publish great numbers of Booklets with the Title, *JESUS IS COMING!*" (Luke 14:33.) "I heard the voice of the Angel who was impressing upon the faithful ones to set off. His voice resounded like a TRUMPET: "GO AND WARN THEM! GO AND WARN THEM! GO AND WARN THEM!" ["...warn everyone night and day with tears." Acts 20:31]...JOIN TOGETHER...GO! POWER will be granted to you! It is now the right moment, the HARVEST is RIPE...because the THIRD WOE is approaching the earth! [See Revelation 8:13; 9:12; 11:14.]

[After these things I looked, and behold, A GREAT MULTITUDE which no one could NUMBER, of all Nations, Tribes, peoples, and tongues, STANDING BEFORE THE THRONE..."...THE THIRD WOE which was approaching the earth, and told me that it is DESTRUCTION and POLLUTION of the NUCLEAR..."GO! Find disciples, baptizing them in the name of the FATHER, the SON and the HOLY SPIRIT!" (CAPITALIZATION HERS.)...SAVE SOULS from the IMMINENT RUIN, which will be SUDDEN and UNEXPECTED."...ROY L. LEMKE. (Page 1 to 3.)

**NOW THE PARADOX =**
**WHAT WE USED TO CALL: "DILLIES!"**
**TEACHING BOTH WAYS = ALL THREE!**

**IN THE SAME MAILING = AT THE SAME TIME =**

**MARCH 3, 1991.** At the request of MARIAN (and son JERRY) PELCH =
March 11, 1991 = Melvin F. Horn = (All Three) sent to me Papers =

March 22, 1991. SDA Probation is over as of this date = Papers translated from French, edited and compiled = by Roy L. Lemke = by authority of Jeanine Sauron of France.

But in the same mailing =

At the same time =

Other papers = (and a whole book of 236 pages = and hundreds of "Spirit of Prophecy" quotations = (Including a copy of "To the Little Remnant Scattered Abroad" (1846 Broadside) printed by the "Hoehn Research Library" Press =) = Appealing = Appealing = Appealing = to the Seventh-Day Adventists to come to high-ground = repent = be converted = ...

*****

We want to know why = ???? If Adventist probation (at least of "baptized members" is over!) Do you believe it = ??? Are you not duty-bound to discard all those papers = ??? They are of no use anymore! Why = probation is over! discard them all = !!! As of the date that their probation was "terminated!" Isn't it just a mockery to send out appeals now = ??? But a fearful looking for of "JUDGMENT!" That is all that is left now = !!! Send all those papers to the dump! They are of no use now! (If you believe your own teaching - !!!) This is mockery!

Do as Jeanine says = Prepare special papers

For the world = clear the shelves of those other papers = it is too late! It's all over! (Or you don't have a "religion?" You don't know what you're talking about = ???)

Close of probation means =

Close of probation =

When was that vision received?
THE VERY NEXT DAY = !!! You had NO BUSINESS sending out ONE MORE APPEAL = to the ADVENTISTS = !!! It would only be a MOCKERY! It could do NO GOOD WHAT-EVER! Don't tell me you are still PRINTING THEM = ??? = !!! I had this happen BEFORE = D.L.FRIEND set the DATE for SDA PROBATION OVER = he came here AFTER that date = wanting me to hand out his FALSE TIME-PROPHECY PAPERS! I am still HORRIFIED! As I am HORRIFIED at this = !!! Is your Head on BACKWARDS = ??? PROBA- TION IS OVER for a certain CLASS OF SDA = then why the APPEALS for them to "RESENT = ???" If that is "TOO LATE!"

YOU SAID IT WAS TOO LATE - !!!
OR DON'T YOU BELIEVE THAT = ???

"AND THE MORE PART KNEW NOT WHEREFORE THEY WERE COME TOGETHER = !!!" (TALK ABOUT MAKING US INTO A LAUGHING STOCK = !!!)

A TRICK OF THE DEVIL = !!!!

SATAN and FALSE PROPHETS have ALWAYS worked together! We do well to take heed: "let no one deceive you with EMPTY WORDS: for because of these things cometh the WRATH OF GOD upon the children of DISOBEDIENCE. Be not ye therefore PARTAKERS WITH "THEM!" For ye were sometimes DARKNESS, but now are ye LIGHT in the Lord: WALK AS CHILDREN OF LIGHT...And have NO FELLOWSHIP with the unfruitful works of DARKNESS, but rather RE- PROVE them. For it is even a SHAME to speak of those things which are done of them IN SECRET...AWAKE THOU THAT SLEEPEST, and ARISE from the DEAD, and Christ shall give thee LIGHT!" EPHESIANS 5:6-14. (In place of: "EMPTY WORDS!" KING JAMES says: "VAIN WORDS!" The SAME THING.) ("VAIN and EMPTY WORDS!")

* * * * * * * * * * *

"BLACKEST DARKNESS is RESERVED for "THEM!" (JUDE com- pares the SPURIOUS TEACHERS to: "WANDERING STARS," for whom BLACKEST DARKNESS has been reserved FOREVER!" JUDE 13. "CLOUDS they are WITHOUT WATER, carried about of WINDS...TWICE DEAD!" JUDE 12.
I THINK WE COULD WRAP THIS UP RIGHT HERE =
EXCEPT FOR ONE THING =

WE SHOULD SHOW UP HER INCANTATIONS =

*****(A) Is this the PROPER TIME for the "LOUD CRY?"
NO "SUNDAY LAW" YET = ??? SATAN HAS NOT APPEARED
YET = ??? WITH THE "SUNDAY LAW = !!!" GC 624.

*****(B) The "EVENTS" that come BEFORE the "LOUD
CRY!" = they are all over now = ??? The "MID-
NIGHT CRY" calling people "OUT!" of that LAODICEAN
CHURCH in its' DARKEST MIDNIGHT HOUR OF THE "OMEGA!"
THAT MESSAGE has been given? By whom? ACCORDING TO
"TRADITIONAL (URIAH SMITH) ADVENTISM" = (and our
"JEANINE" is only an ECHO of "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!"
JEANINE SAUTRON has the "LAST MESSAGE = ???" WHO=HAS=HEARD IT = ???

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***

*****(C) It seems "THE LOUD CRY" must go to EVERY
PERSON on the STREET or in the WILDS = has the
"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" COVERED THE
WHOLE CHURCH = ??? So they could REJECT it = ??? Not
one in 1,000 Adventists have even heard the NAME = !!!
Let alone the "MESSAGE!" Which, up to now - there has
been NONE = !!! All we have heard has been:

TRANSCENDENT PARROTINGS OF AN IMAGINATIVE =
FICTION WRITER = !!! AND HEAPING TOGETHER
OF "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" QUOTES =
LIKE FROMM DID = TO TRY TO LEND "INFLUENCE!"

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***

40 YEARS IN THE WILDERNESS OF FROMM =
1933 to 1973 - BROUGHT HIM TO THE SAME PLACE = !!!

HIS DATE for the "LOUD CRY!" = was "MISSION=KEY '73!"
He was found in the WRECK of his MYTHICAL MOTOR-CYCLE
crashed against a BRICK WALL = the WRECK of his SPECU-
LATIONS =
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THIS IS BUT A REPEAT OF THE SAME "FIRE-BALL!"

DID BOB SESSLER FOLLOW JEANINE SAUTRON - or did
JEANINE SAUTRON follow BOB SESSLER in giving us "THE
LOUD CRY!" ON "NOW!" WHICH ONE TAKES THE HONORS = ???

OF ALL THE "VISIONS" OF JEANINE SAUTRON
WE DO HAVE ONE NOW THAT IS INDEED =
"ORIGINAL!" = NOT COPIED FROM ANYONE = !!!

A COPY OF A JEANINE SAUTRON TRANSMISSION TO MAX
CORBETT = "ATTORNEY-AT-LAW!" = in a letter to VANCE
FERRELL ("PILGRIM'S REST.") MISSIONS INTERNATIONAL,
INC. BEERSHEBA SPRINGS, TN 37305. Giving VANCE
FERRELL an "UP-DATE" on the HAWAIIAN COURT CASE and HIS
VERSION ON THE "GULF WAR" as it relates to PROPHECY!
LAST DAY EVENTS and "DEATH DECREE!" 2 page Letter.

AND THERE HE PUT IN A "RIDER" =
5-page APPENDIX OF THE VISIONS OF
ONE JEANINE SAUTRON CALLED:

**
**
**
**

"THE SEASON OF THE SUNDAY DECREE."

(You have the Address of MAX CORBETT in this Paper =
we do not peddle that kind of JUNK!) We will only
quote enough to get the Idea.

(FROM THE 5-PAGE APPENDIX TO VANCE FERRELL.)

"PLEASE TAKE CAREFUL NOTE"

"of the following which has been revealed IN A DREAM.
(OUR EMPHASIS ADDED IN THIS PORTION ALSO.) (THERE-
FORE DO NOT QUOTE US = QUOTE HER!) IN A DREAM to one
regarded by many as having DREAMS and VISIONS from
GOD,

"JEANINE SAUTRON OF FRANCE."

"In Revelation 16:16, John says these words: 'And he
gathered them together into a place called in the Heb-
rew tongue "ARMAGEDDON."...
"...I SAW THAT THAT "PLACE" is in "AMERICA," in an
"AMPHITHEATER," decorated with great velvet curtains.
THE KINGS ARRIVED and took their seats on the white
marble steps. I SAW THEM as they passed in front of
me, accompanied by their wives. All of them were in-
vited with their ministers, BY THE AMERICAN PRESIDENT
in order to be present at a hearing, not knowing
exactly what was the real subject of the audience.
SILENCE REigned. Each one asked himself: 'on what
subject is he going to speak?' They all waited
fearfully. Among the KINGS of the earth I was able to
recognize the President of FRANCE, the minister of
INDIA, the AMERICAN PRESIDENT and his young wife, POPE
JOHN PAUL II and others; they were all present.
SUDDENLY my spirit became concentrated on the AMERICAN
PRESIDENT. I SAW him advance, his young wife on his
arm who then left him so that he could make his
SPEECH. I SAW that PRESIDENT standing before me under
three different aspects:

(1) FIRST ASPECT: His face seemed to me to be of a
GREENISH HUE, and he seemed to be laboring under an
emotion, as he articulated some words, yet his lips
hardly moved and seemed to GROW LIKE THE FROG. Words
came out of his mouth at their own volition, AGAINST
HIS WILL.

(2) SECOND ASPECT: This same face became trans-
formed into the aspect of POPE JOHN PAUL II, speaking
of PEACE and the observation of SUNDAY.

(3) THIRD ASPECT: His face was the appearance of
ADOLF HITLER, animated by a cruel power, of PERSECU-
TION and DEATH-SENTENCE on God's people and, at the
same time, the spirit of CONQUESTING the NATIONS.
When he articulated words, his face became GREEN and
his eyes POPPED OUT.

***

THOSE THREE IMPURE SPIRITS were centered in the same
person. Why does the Bible tell us of the FROG
SPIRIT? Because I SAW that PRESIDENT under the aspect
of a disgusting FROG of a GREENISH, SICKENING LOOKING
COLOR."

***
"The kings of the earth could not withdraw, in spite of their opposition against America. Each king realized that he was trapped and that he would have to put to death his own people who did not want to obey Sunday. The American president had told them clearly that any kind of king who refused to obey this dictum of the Sunday law would receive a nuclear missile on his own country. They therefore understood in order not to destroy the majority of their people, they had better prefer to suppress the small minority of adventists in each of the countries. The president spoke like Adolf Hitler. His angry face of greenish hue, his eyes starting out of his head, he announces with a satanic fury, in front of all the kings of the earth, the "death-decree" for all adventists. At that moment all the governments that were present, knew that, on their return to their country, they were to execute the Sunday as the Day of Rest. During that dream, I saw the Pope advance toward the American president who had been given the Sunday law authority to make a "mark" of the Vatican. Lifting his right hand to illustrate the point, he said to the president: 'Each human being who observes Sunday must have a "mark"
tattoo that **ADVENTISTS** may be **RECOGNIZED** by the absence and **PUT TO DEATH.**' And the **AMERICAN PRESIDENT** replied to him: 'That mark **666** which has been held in abeyance until now, I will put it into operation in the **MONETARY SYSTEM**, so that they will be unable to **BUY** or **SELL** without the **MARK.**' Those three **FROG-SPRITS** will corrupt all the Nations. **I SAW THE PRESIDENT OF FRANCE,** animated by the same **FROG-SPRIT**, advance toward me, under that aspect, to **CATCH ME.** But when he looked at me, he withdrew in a position of a **FROG** in order to **HIDE.** The **HOLY SPIRIT** caused me to understand that, despite his **FORCE**, he had **NO POWER WHATSOEVER OVER ME** because I did not belong to him. **IN THE DREAM, I SAW THAT** the brothers and sisters **FEARED FOR ME** and were afraid of what I would be saying to the **PRESIDENT. AT THAT MOMENT,** I heard a Voice say: 'Do not be afraid for **JEANINE.** She is the Lord's **ANOINTED. NOBODY CAN HARM HER.**' **IN THE SAME DREAM, I SAW** that **ADVENTISTS** are **RECORDED** in the **VATICAN** as they are in the **STATE SECRET,** by their observance of the 7th Day. **BY THAT FROG-SPRIT** which they are imbued, the nations would wish to destroy the people who **OBSERVE THE 7th DAY.** At that moment, **A RELIGIOUS WAR** will be **UNLEASHED!** "**DREAMS AND VISIONS,** JEANINE SAUTRON, Transcript No. 22, p. 4,5. Cassette tapes or transcripts of the Dreams and Visions of Jeanine Sautron of France may be obtained in English, French, or Spanish from: **MRS. HAROLDINE ROBERTS,** P.O. Box 70, Nipomo, CA 93444, (805) 929-1511. Thus mercy has revealed the **SUDDEN and UNLUKED for CALAMITY.**" Christ's Object Lessons, p. 412.

"**The MARK OF THE BEAST, the PAPACY, is SUNDAY worship, for it is in contradistinction to true SABBATH worship, worship from sunset on Friday to sunset on Saturday, for Jehovah has said, "Surely My SABBATH you shall keep, for it is a sign [mark] between Me and you throughout your generations, that you may know that I am the Lord [Jehovah] who sanctifies you."
Ex. 31:13 NKJ. In the "**UNROLLING OF THE SCROLL**" by the establishment of the **UNIVERSAL PRODUCT CODE, A MANMADE NUMBER** comprised of a patterned series of vertical bars of varying widths, that is "**THE NUMBER OF A MAN,**" in which a set of thin parallel bars appear at the beginning, center, and of such manmade number, are to be seen other features of the "**MARK OF THE BEAST.**"
8 TESTIMONIES 159; Rev. 13:18. Each set of thin parallel bars in the UNIVERSAL PRODUCT CODE stands for the NUMBER SIX. Thus, when such UNIVERSAL PRODUCT CODE is utilized to mark an identification MARK on each person, as by a LASER TATOO, each person accepting such MARK will bear the number "666," even as it is written. Rev. 13:18. "If anyone worships THE BEAST AND HIS IMAGE, and receives his mark on his forehead or on his hand, he himself shall also drink of the WINE OF THE WRATH OF GOD, which is poured out with full strength into the cup of HIS INDIGNATION." Revelation 14:9,10 NKJ.

* * * * * * * * * *

It is time for the LAITY OF SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISM to RISE UP AND FINISH THE WORK of proclaiming the Third Angel's Message. Time is short. Arise, and be about the Master's business for there approaches THE SEASON OF THE SUNDAY DECREE.

END OF TRANSMISSION OF JEANINE SAUTRON "VISION" OF THE AMERICAN "FROG" PRESIDENT."

As related by MAX CORBETT to VANCE FERRELL. MARCH 13, 1991. How glad we are that we gave NO CREDIBILITY to her from START to FINISH! And we must take the SAME POSITION with those who PEDDLE THIS "JUNK!" ("JUNK" is a very MILD WORD for such ASININE WISDOM!) CHILDISH PRATTLE!


PREPARATORY to its MASS DESTRUCTION! BE CAREFUL what you accept from now on. Since it has been our LIFE'S WORK to gather all the DATA we can on "THE JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING" = perhaps we should say a little on WHY this LATEST FROM these "DREAMS and VISIONS" - is about as CONTRARY and OPPOSITE of the TRUTH = as anything could be. This is nothing but a Re-hash of "LAODICEAN (URIAH SMITH) TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!"
*****(1) = "SPEWN OUT!" (T6:408. RIGHT IN YOUR INDEX

Did you ever READ it = ??? More important = do you BELIEVE it = just as it is Written?)

*****(2) = "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" (GC 464.)

JEANINE says: "NO! NO! NO!" The present
"MOVEMENT" is "GOING THROUGH! NO NEW "MOVEMENT!" is to "COME!" NO! NO! NO! Thus she goes along with
"TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!" Going BACK to the "MIDNIGHT
DARKNESS" CHURCH = they are "ALL!" and they are
"EVERYTHING!" This is NO "PROPHET OF GOD!" This is an "UNBELIEVER!"

*****(3) = "ARMAGEDDON" is NO LONGER a "VALLEY" or a "MOUNTAIN" but is an "AMPHITHEATER" (WEBSTER:
"AN OVAL or CIRCULAR BUILDING with rising TIERS OF SEATS about an OPEN "ARENA." Where you can have a "GRAND-STAND SEAT" to watch the "GLADIATORS" FIGHT!
(TODAY to WATCH A BALL-GAME) This is "ARMAGEDDON?"
an "AMPHITHEATER?"

*****(4) = "THE KINGS OF THE EARTH" = were VIOLENTLY "OPPOSED!" to the "DEATH-DECREE?" (A DIFFERENT VISION THAN JEANINE SAUTRON!! (JOHN THE REVELATOR!)
"And the TEN HORNS which thou sawest are TEN KINGS... receive POWER as KINGS ONE HOUR with the BEAST. THESE HAVE "ONE MIND!" Rev. 17:12, 13.

*****(5) That is NOT in AMERICA! "10 KINGS" ("COMMON MARKET!") where the PAPACY has CONTROL in the last moment of Time is: "...a DECREE...to put them to DEATH. "ROMANISM" in the OLD WORLD, and "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM" in the NEW! ...The "PEOPLE OF GOD" will then FLEE...!!) 1884 GC 445.

DON'T TELL VANCE FERRELL THIS =
BUT IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO BE AS MIXED-UP AS THIS NEW "TIME-PROPHET" = YOU BETTER GO

By the "ORIGINAL 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" ONLY =
(Completing it from A-B-C ask for "SOP BOOK 4.") Here is where the HAND of URIAH SMITH FELL = and cut this all to Pieces = !!! Here is where GOING BY THE ORI-
GINAL and the ORIGINAL ONLY! is the ONLY WAY to have this VERY MATTER "STRAIGHT!" Or else you will be as MIXED-UP as VANCE FERRELL and JEANINE SAUTRON!

TAKE IT ONE STEP AT A TIME =
INCH BY INCH!

*** * * * * * * * * * *
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If we have to push out some other things we hope to cover here = we intend to pay no attention to pages = we must cover this thoroughly = that Jeanine Sautron would not understand in 100 years! "The Spirit" that leads her is the "Same Spirit!" that led to the 1888 "URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION" of the Writings of Ellen White! Jeanine Sautron did not go by "The Spirit of Prophecy!" which we will prove = right now = !!!

We do not care a snap of the fingers = how many or how few want to accept this = we do not look at "people" when we outline the truth = !!!

*****Truth (1) = Romanism (Papacy) is taking over with "10 Kings" in the "Old World!" It is not: "Romanism! Romanism! Romanism!" in the "New World!" "When the shaking comes (futurism)....we may have less to say = in some lines, in regard to the Roman power and the Papacy!" TM 112.

*****Truth (2) = Why may we have "less to say" in regard to "Romanism! Romanism! Romanism!" = Because here it is not "Romanism!" to take over but as a blind man can see = it is "Judaism!" that has a death-grip on "America!" "Judaism!" the ancient enemy of "Romanism!" And it is not even that! It is "Adventism!" That is going to lead the world and pass the "Death Decree!" Because that is what we are talking about = "Death Decree!" (on "Adventists!")

This is a trick of the devil = !!! Using his agents to propogate this mockery!

*****Truth (3) = O.K. Hoehn = !!! Do your stuff! Prove your point = !!! It cannot be done = you cannot prove it = !!! "No!" = not to a plunging race-horse that cannot be held still! But to the wise we present:

*****Truth (4) = We are talking of the "sealing!" = right = ??? alright = with whom does the sealing start = ??? With "Catholics?" = "Jews?" = "United Nations?" = "Billy Graham?" = you know the Answer as well as we do. It "begins" with "The House of God!" So what? How does that enter into this picture = ???
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TRUTH (5) = We are talking of the "COMMON MARKET" = KINGS = PASSING A "DEATH DECREED" = RIGHT? BEFORE they PASS this "DEATH DECREED" and the "MARK!" so they cannot BUY or SELL = they must be of "ONE MIND!" Rev. 17:13; 18:3,9,23; 19:17-21. WHAT MAKES THEM OF "ONE MIND = ???" THE "POPE?" OH! you poor ADVENTISTS! LISTEN WELL = !!!!

TRUTH (6) = the "ECUMENISTS" = the "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT" = the "ONE WORLD CHURCH" = the ones striving Day and Night to put together this "CONFEDERACY" OF EVIL = have said OPENLY and REPEATEDLY = that at the present RATE = to FORGE an ORGANIC UNITY = to get all the different CHURCHES = LABOR UNIONS = NATIONS and TONGUES and PEOPLE to be of: "ONE MIND!" = it will NOT be by MAN-POWER = it will take something MORE! It is recorded in 2 Thess. 2:3 to 12. 1 TIM. 4:1. "But avoid PROFANE and VAIN BABBLINGS...!"

1 TIM. 2:16.

* * * * * * * * *

WE ARE TALKING OF "SEALING!" = what happens when the "SEALING" takes place = ??? (A) The 4 ANGELS hold the 4 "WINDS" = until the Saints of God are "SEALED!" (B) 6 ANGELS come out of the TEMPLE in Heaven by way of the "HIGHER-GATE" with "SLAUGHTER WEAPONS" in their hand = ready to "SLAUGHTER!" But the 4 ANGELS that hold the 4 WINDS = cause them to STOP! HOLD IT! (C) Then "ONE AMONG THEM!" who also has a "SLAUGHTER WEAPON!" and will use it "ON-THE-SPOT!" if need be to protect the Saints = he has a "WRITER'S INK Horn" by his side = and places a "MARK" on the "FOREHEAD (Where it is CLEARLY seen) = of those ONLY who "SIGH and CRY" for "ALL THE ABOMINATIONS THAT BE DONE" IN-THE-CHURCH!"...("MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!") T3:267.

THIS, OF COURSE = IS THE "UNPARDONABLE SIN!"

ACCORDING TO: "40 YEARS OF FROOM!" From every Adventist Pulpit = BAR NONE! = the INCESSANT ROLL OF THE VOODOO DRUMS = "DO NOT CRITICIZE = FIND FAULT = ACCUSE = CONDEMN!" And here the SEALING ANGEL (with NO "SUNDAY LAW!" IN SIGHT) = before he places a "MARK!" = he looks for "CONDEMNATION (T4:615,173,396 and 200 MORE LEFT OUT OF THAT CHEAP "ODOM" INDEX!)"

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
"CONDEMN = FIND FAULT = CRITICIZE = "ALL!" the "ABOMI-
NATIONS!" = to be "SEALED!"

OBEY THE LORD = AND LIVE!
OBEY "FROOM" AND DIE!
T5:211-2.

I wonder how many = (or how FEW = after "40 YEARS OF
FROOM!") = will appreciate these Words. THE "SEALING"
ANGEL LOOKS FOR THOSE WHO (are not wonderful
"NEUTRALS" but) "SHOW THEM "ALL!" their "ABOMINA-
TIONS!" While the GHOST of FROOM stands by = don't
you DARE = obey the LORD!

"LOVE AND UNITY!" = "BROTHER!"

And 10,000 Adventist Ministers go around in Circles =
one following the other = one QUACKING in the same KEY
= as the other! "SEE TO YOUR OWN SINS = BROTHER!"
You know what those kind of Preachers are called in
"THE SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER = ??? "PEACE AND SAFETY!"
is the CRY...FROM...THESE "DUMB DOGS"...ALL PERISH TO-
GETHER!" GOOD! T5:211-2.

BETTER READ THAT AGAIN SO YOU ARE SURE =
YOU GET IT RIGHT =
IT COULD SAVE YOUR SOUL!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY =

Are you HORRIFIED that you are now on the way to be
OSTRACIZED = HATED = CAST OUT AS EVIL = SHUNNED =
SLANDED = SPOKEN AGAINST = is that not God's
peoples' FATE from the beginning of Time = ??? THIS
IS NOT A LICENSE to make yourself unnecessarily OB-
NOXIOUS = it requires TACT and CARE and DISCERNMENT =
and to KNOW what you're talking about! To do this
delicate work. NOT ALL ARE CALLED TO DO IT = one
thing we can ALL do = when some GLORY-SEEKING
"PROPHET" comes along with WAY-OUT "DREAMS and
VISIONS" = and they try to MESMERIZE YOU = !!! You
can let them know PLAINLY on which side of the Fence
you stand.
And do you know "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" well enough that you can PROVE that this "PROPHET" is an Agent of the Devil?

SO THE SEALING IS ALL OVER = ???
AND IT IS TIME FOR "THE LOUD CRY!"
AND THE "MARK" OF THE BEAST IS "666?"

"I SAW THAT THE NUMBER (666) OF THE "IMAGE BEAST" =
WAS MADE UP (REV. 13:18.)"
"A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" 19.

----- ELLEN WHITE -----

"THIS LAST POWER THAT TREADS DOWN THE SAINTS...
Rev. 13:11-18. His NUMBER IS 666."

----- JAMES WHITE ------

"and I think the "IMAGE" = is the BEAST having
"TWO HORMS LIKE A LAMB," THAT SPOKE AS A
"DRAGON. " HIS NUMBER IS 666. " PT 64.

----- GEO. W. HOLT ------

FROOM has this people so TERRIFIED if they would "ACCUSE!" or "FIND FAULT!" that if any read GC 444 =
they would draw back with FEAR and HORROR! lest they
"FIND FAULT!" with the "FAULT FINDERS!" - and they
could NEVER give this:

*****TRUTH (7) = "So APOSTASY in "THE CHURCH" will
PREPARE the way for the "IMAGE" TO=THE=BEAST!" GC 444.
(See 1884 GC 278.)

WHO LEADS THE UNITED STATES TO ISSUE
"THE DEATH DECREE = ???" THE "POPE = ???"

----- "THE POPE = ???" -----

"I saw the TWO-HORNED BEAST had a DRAGON'S MOUTH...
and that the "DECREE" would go out of "HIS" mouth.
Then I saw the "MOTHER OF HARLOTS" = that the "MOTHER"
was NOT the "DAUGHTER" = but SEPARATE and DISTINCT
from "THEM." "SHE" has had her DAY (in the "NEW
WORLD!") and it is PAST, and her DAUGHTERS, the PRO-
TESTANT SECTS = were the NEXT to come on the STAGE and act out the SAME MIND...

( WHO SPECIFICALLY = ???)

"I saw the NOMINAL "CHURCH" and NOMINAL "ADVENTISTS," (T5:463, 536. T6:133,400-1. SM 2:385. PK 188.) "...NOMINAL "ADVENTISTS," LIKE JUDAS, would BETRAY us to the "CATHOLICS" to obtain their "INFLUENCE" to come against the TRUTH. THE SAINTS THEN will be an OBSCURE PEOPLE, little known to the Catholics; but "THE CHURCHES" and "NOMINAL ADVENTISTS" who know of our FAITH...will BETRAY THE SAINTS (1884 GC 426. GC 608.) and "REPORT THEM TO the "CATHOLICS" (RAMIK) ...THEN (Step by Step = "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!) "THEN" the CATHOLICS (RAMIK) bid the PROTESTANTS ("BY "NAME" ONLY "ADVENTISTS" = all they have LEFT is the "NAME!") to go FORWARD and ISSUE A "DECREE" that all who will not observe the FIRST DAY OF THE WEEK, instead of the "SEVENTH-DAY," shall be SLAIN...THE CATHOLICS will give their POWER to the "IMAGE" of the BEAST...to DESTROY the SAINTS. But BEFORE = but BEFORE = but BEFORE their "DECREE" bring or bear FRUIT = the "SAINTS" will be DELIVERED by the "VOICE OF GOD!" "THEN" (FUTURISM!) "THEN" I saw...THE PLAGUES..." MAGEN and SPAULDING COLLECTION = 1,2.

(WRITE: "LEAVES OF AUTUMN" BOOKS, P.O Box 440, PAYSON, ARIZ. 85547. Perhaps $24.00.) (ASK FOR LIST OF OTHER EGW BOOKS.)

ONE SENTENCE TELLS ALL =

"AS THE STORM APPROACHES, (TIME!) A LARGE CLASS (HOW MANY?) who have "PROFESSED" Faith in the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" (WHO ARE THEY?) but have NOT been "SANCTIFIED" by OBEYDENCE to the TRUTH (STOPPED at "JUSTIFICATION" and "BY FAITH!" (and STUPIDITY!) = "ALONE!" = ABANDON their POSITION, and "JOIN" the RANKS of the OPPOSITION!" GC 608. 1884 GC 426.

ONE MORE KEY SENTENCE =

"THEY BECOME THE MOST BITTER ENEMIES OF THEIR FORMER BRETHREN!" GC 608.
ROMANISM = ROMANISM = ROMANISM =

Is the "MOST BITTER ENEMIES = ???" HERE WE SEE PLAINLY THAT SOMETHING HAPPENED = !!! THAT "DREAMS and VISIONS" WOULD NOT UNDERSTAND IN 100 YEARS! (Be- cause she only ECHOES = "TRADITIONAL (URIAH SMITH) ADVENTISM!" She has been SO WRONG so many Times in the PAST = that she is AFRAID of the SHAME of being "DEAD WRONG" again and DECEIVING a MULTITUDE of ADVEN- TISTS that LOVE=SOMETHING-SENSATIONAL! (Although we fail to see anything SENSATIONAL at ALL) = except this GREEN "FROG" HIGHLY IMAGINATIVE = OUR "FATIMA" = (WEBSTER: "THE LAST WIFE OF BLUEBEARD.") AGAIN THE HAND OF "URIAH SMITH!"

"IMPROVING" THE BOOKS! WHAT ARE WE DEALING WITH = ??? ******TRUTH (8) = "THE SEALING!" = ON OR OVER = ??? THE MOST DRAMATIC EVENT IN ALL HISTORY = and is why "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" was given = to throw a SPOT- LIGHT on "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" "The "EVENTS" connected with the Close of PROBATION, and the "WORK" of PREPARATION for the "TIME OF TROUBLE," are CLEARLY PRESENTED. But MULTITUDES have no UNDERSTANDING of these important TRUTHS = than if they had NEVER BEEN REVEALED...and the "TIME OF TROUBLE" will find them = UNREADY!" GC 584 (412).

"THE CASE OF ALL SUCH IS "HOPELESS!" SG 3:134.

If the case of all such who have NO INTEREST = or who are all MIXED UP = in "EVENTS!" and "IN THEIR ORDER!" NO WONDER the ENEMY OF SOULS raises up all these FALSE PROPHETS to confuse us and thus our Case is "HOPELESS!" In CORELATING things together = with the promise of the Lord that He will "MAKE IT PLAIN" to what "COMPANY THEY BELONG" = we see them RAPIDLY gathering under their various BANNERS = as the Day approaches.

WE NOTICE 2 THINGS:

(A) As long as one maintains their "MEMBERSHIP" = he is FINE = EXCUSED = ACCEPTED =

(B) But as soon as ever he LOSES his MEMBERSHIP = al- though he was TEACHING MUCH THE SAME THING "for 20
Years!" = he is set upon by the WOLF-PACK moving in from every Quarter = ready to finish him off! He has "spoken against our Holy Order!" THIS IS UNPARDONABLE = !!! They do not even have to know what it is all about = they JUDGE him on the STRENGTH of the HIGH-PRIESTS DICTUM. No wonder such people are going to get an AWFUL SURPRISE when =

IN THE "GATHERING TIME!"

The Lord comes to "GATHER THE OUTCASTS!" of ISRAEL. Isa. 11:12. THIS IS THE "REMNANT CHURCH!" Isa. 10:20,21; 11:11,16; 37:31,32. BECAUSE THE "CHURCH LEADERS (WATCHMEN) are "BLIND!" and "DUMB!" and "ASLEEP!" Isa. 58:8-12. He will send a "PESTILENCE!" at this "GATHERING TIME!" = a World-Wide "CONSUMPTION!" = to cut them down in their Tracks! Isa. 10:22,23,25; 28:22. Jer 8:2. Psa. 147:2. An Army from the "NORTH" shall leave their Cities - "DESOLATE!" Jer. 10:15,21,22,25. A "CURSE!" on those who refuse to heed this WARNING! Jer. 10:25; 11:2-4; 11-14,22,23. Those who do not Listen now will finally "BOW!" at the Feet of the Saints. Ew 15,30,37,124. WTF 12,14. I like this. This is a good arrangement = they will surely come DOWN off their HIGH-HORSE!

BUT PRIDE GOETH BEFORE A FALL =

*****TRUTH (9) = As we have Written 100 Times! "THE SEALING!" CHANGES EVERYTHING = !!! This throws "TRADITIONAL (URIAH SMITH) ADVENTISM" = for a Loop! WHO OR WHAT LEADS OUT TO BRING THE CLIMAX = ??? Of course we know it is the "POWER!" and "MIRACLES!" of SATAN! 2 THESS. 2:9. But this comes AFTER there is a "FALLING AWAY!" - verse 3. When N.L.P. (NEUROLINGUISTIC-PROGRAMMING) LOR ("WE ARE GODS!"") Become so PUFFED UP in their "I AM SAVED = HOLY = SINLESS!" MINDS that their "DIALOGUE" is only ONE-WAY = they can not be told ANYTHING! They have to do all the "TELLING!" They "STOP THEIR EARS!" = they CANNOT LISTEN! God will then send them "STRONG DELUSION," that they should "BELIEVE A LIE!" = 2 Thess. 2:11.

*****TRUTH (10) = Up to a certain POINT = they might have been WITH us = because "NO DIFFERENCE!" could be "SEEN!" CO. 408 (419) = RH 3:291. Until a "SUDDEN!"
"UNLOOKED FOR!" = "CRISIS!" "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" = like the CHILL of WINTER strips the "PRETENTIOUS LEAVES," and HYPOCRICY off! and they "ADMIT" their "DESTINATION!" COL 411 (420) = the "SEPARATION!" that then takes place is FOR ETERNITY! GC 612.

WHAT ADVENTISTS HAVE MISSED = !!!
TOO BUSY WATCHING: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!"

*****TRUTH (10) A "ROMANISM!" will DO IT ALL! But it is WRITTEN as CLEARLY as it CAN be WRITTEN = but no "TRADITIONALIST ADVENTIST" has seen it YET! "CHURCH and STATE = "UNITE!" GC 592. CATHOLIC "POPE JOHN PAUL II" goes to the "STATE!" ("GREEN FROG" PRESIDENT OF THE USA!) to pass "666?" Is that how it will come? "SEALING" OVER = BRINGS THIS ABOUT = ???

I DID NOT KNOW THAT "SEALING" STARTS WITH "CATHOLICS!"
I THOUGHT IT STARTS WITH "THE HOUSE OF GOD!"
I THINK WE KNOW EXACTLY WHERE IT STARTS = !!!

*****TRUTH (11) = ELIJAH brought down "FIRE!" out of Heaven = no ordinary "FIRE!". This "FIRE!" not only dried up the BARRELS and BARRELS of WATER = in the DITCH around the ALTAR = but this "FIRE!" consumed the "STONES!" as well. PK 153.

CAN YOU IMAGINE WILSON AND CARTER =
AND 300 MINISTERS BEING SO MUD-DUMB =
as to try to bring down "FIRE!" to "PROVE!" they were giving the "ELIJAH MESSAGE!" NOT ONE OF THEM SPOKE UP! nor any WRITER that we know of = that pointed out that those who bring down "FIRE!" NOW = will "PROVE!" that they are "AGENTS OF THE DEVIL!"

HERE = READ IT!

*****TRUTH (12) = "IT IS STATED IN THE WORD" that the ENEMY will WORK through HIS AGENTS who have departed "FROM" the "FAITH!" and "THEY" will SEEMINGLY work "MIRACLES!" even to the bringing down of "FIRE!" out of "HEAVEN!" in the sight of men. By means of "LYING WONDERS!" SM 2:54. MM 88. SERIES B:146. RH 4:511.
NOT POPE = NOT "666!"

*****TRUTH (13) = (ADVENTIST) "MEN under the influence of EVIL SPIRITS will work MIRACLES = (THAT WILL ASTOUND THE "BEAST") and = ". . . will bring SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS TO-THE-TEST!" SM 2:53. MM 110. SM 2:50 and on! T6:400-1. SM 2:28, 91.

DO YOU GET WHAT THIS IS SAYING = ???

*****TRUTH (14) = THE "SEALING" begins with "THE HOUSE OF GOD." What happens in the "SEALING?" REMEMBER those ANGELS WITH THE "SLAUGHTER WEAPONS" are standing by = READY to start "SLAUGHTERING!" = and since it BEGINS with what we will call "THE ADVENTIST WORLD" = actually it STARTS with those in "THE GREATEST LIGHT" and that CERTAINLY=IS=NOT THE CHURCH that is in NO "LIGHT!" AT ALL! But is in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!" So the "SEALING" begins with

"THE 11th HOUR MEN!"

"THEM" had the "LIGHT!" "THEM" believed in the "LIGHT!" They were NOT about to follow the "BEGUILING FROOHS!" and the "DOG-CHASER ANDERSONS!" NO! NO! NO!

THE SEALING = THE SHAKING = THE "MIDNIGHT CRY!"

*****TRUTH (15) = (A) The Lord comes to "GATHER THE OUTCASTS" of ISRAEL. (B) MEN TOO DEDICATED = TOO NOBLE = TOO HONORABLE = TOO HONEST to fall for the "GARBAGE" being SHOVELLED INTO THE TROUGH! "There are MINISTERS and WORKERS who will present a TISSUE of NONSENSICAL FALSEHOOD (READ the ALONZO BOOK!) NONSENSICAL FALSEHOOD as "TESTING TRUTHS," even as the JEWISH RABBIS (MOST THAT WE ARE GETTING NOW, is DIRECT from the JEWISH "TALMUD!" that Christ met = HEAD ON! NATURALLY "THEM" would be so ELOQUENT in DENOUNCING their ANCIENT ENEMY = "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" But it is NOT "ROMANISM!" that has a DEATH-GRIP ON AMERICA and is BLEEDING this Country DRY! It is JUDAISM = ILLUMINAT! The COUNTERFEIT - STATE OF ISRAEL!) WATCH THEM!

*****TRUTH (16) = "...even as the JEWISH RABBIS
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presented the **MAXIMS** of **MEN** as the Bread of Heaven... Thus are men **WEAVING** into the **WEB** as "**IMPORTANT TRUTHS**!" a **TISSUE** of "**LIES**!" This "**IMAGINARY FOOD**!" that is being **PREPARED** for the Flock will cause **SPIRITUAL CONSUMPTION = DECLINE = and DEATH**!" BRISBIN 22. RH 4:251,311. Jan. 11 = June 18, 1901. T6:132. TM 337,455.

****TRUTH (17) = (A) 11th HOUR. (B) MIDNIGHT CRY. (C) LOUD CRY. Read the "**SHAKING**" CHAPTER - T1:179 and see it follows (A) = (B) = (C). 3 CALLS. 3 DOORS OF PROBATION. Did your PREACHER ever tell you = that those in the "**GREATEST LIGHT**!" are the ones who go into the "**GREATEST DARKNESS**!" Even "**IMPENERABLE**!"

THEY BECOME THE "**ANTICHRIST**!"

They were in "**THE GREATEST LIGHT**!" but "**IT IS THE LAST TIME**: and ye have heard that "**ANTICHRIST**" shall come, even now there are **MANY** "**ANTICHRISTS**"...They went "**OUT**!" from us, but they were **NOT OF US**!" 1JOHN 2:18, 19. "**IN THE LATTER TIMES** some shall **DEPART** from the "**FAITH**" (not from the **CHURCH**!) from the "**FAITH**" = giving heed to **SEDUCING SPIRITS**, and **DOCTRINES OF DEVILS**!" 1 TIM. 4:1,2. "**MANY WILL STAND IN OUR PULPITS...**!" TM 409. "**WHEN THE TESTING TIME SHALL COME**!" 1884 GC 420. GC 601. "**PLEASING, BEWITCHING FABLES** captivate the **SENSES**!" 1884 GC 405. (LEFT OUT! of your GC 588.) "...will **HOLD** to "**TRADITION**" and **WORSHIP=THEY=KNOW=NOT=WHAT**!" T5:707. "THEN will the **MESSAGE** of the **HINDO ANGEL SWELL=TO=A=LOUD=CRY**!" T6:401.

**ANTICHRIST = !!!**

****TRUTH (18) = "**ALL** that have **REFUSED** to be taught of **GOD** = hold the "**TRADITIONS**" of **MEN**. They **AT LAST** pass over on the side of the Enemy = **AGAINST GOD**, and are Written, "**ANTICHRIST**!" "**THE PEOPLE OF GOD**... pressing together in **UNITY - ONE** with **JESUS CHRIST**. Those who **WILL NOT** practice the Lessons of **CHRIST** = find in "**ANTICHRIST**" the **CENTER** of their **UNION**. While the 2 **PARTIES STAND IN COLLISION** = the Lord will appear!" Series "A" = 318. (From "**LEAVES**!" about $24.00,.) "And as the **PROPHET** beholds the **LORD OF GLORY DESCENDING** from **HEAVEN**, with **ALL** the **HOLY ANGELS**
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SUMMARY

*****(A) "ECUMENICALS say for them to bring about "AN ORGANIC UNITY" of all Churches = it will take 100 Years!

*****(B) What will HAPPEN - to HURRY IT UP = ??? THE "SEALING!"

*****(C) Those "SEALED!" on the RIGHT SIDE! Those "SEALED!" on the WRONG SIDE!

*****(D) "BEGINNING" in this "LAND OF LIGHT!" = "BEGINNING!" as shown in "THE SHAKING" CHAPTER! CLEARLY SHOWS "11th HOUR "CRY!"" Matt. 25:6. By a MYSTERIOUS BEFORE=UNHEARD-OF = "PROCESSION" = "THRONG" = "COMPANY!"

*****(E) Who give the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" that AWAKENS the SLEEPING "LAODICEANS!" who "RISE UP AGAINST IT!" that ANYONE would DARE to TELL THEM = !!! T1:181. EW 270.

*****(F) FEELING "SORRY!" for the POOR ABUSED "LAODICEANS!" The "NUMBERS" of the TRUE COMPANY "LESSEN!" = as the FOOTNOTES SHOW = these "SYMPATHIZERS" go BACK to the "LAODICEANS!" T1:182. (Look for the LONE "STAR" (asterisk) in the FOOTNOTES! They go BACK to the "LAODICEANS!" whose "NUMBERS!" do not "LESSEN!" = so they are NOT "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" whose "NUMBERS LESSEN!")

*****(G) These are those NOT "SEALED!" (On the Lord's Side. At this stage "SOME" who have CHARACTER (OIL!) TM 234,264. MB 134. ("DAILY!") MB 134. Col 319, 411-2. ... 3:4:3,222. (Of course this is all "SUPER-FLUOUS!" because will not BRINSMEAD=FORD=WRIGHT = led by HEPPENSTALL and the "TALMUD!" plus most all the
CHURCHES OF BABYLON = be "GIVEN" a Noble "CHARACTER!" when CHRIST=MESIAH "COMES!" = ??? "EVERYMAN'S TALMUD" 92, of course, you might have to "KISS A COFFIN" to find this out. p.292. Or some other VODDOO EXERCISE. (Page Fred Allabach.)

*****(H) OF OUR PRIMARY INTEREST = both FACTIONS = those "SEALED!" on the RIGHT or WRONG SIDE = both now are given over to FULL CONTROL of the "POWER!" that CONTROLS THEM! BOTH NOW PERFORM "MIRACLES!" To clearly demonstrate on which SIDE they ARE! You will find this AFTER "THE SHAKING" CHAPTER = in the "LAODICEAN CHURCH" CHAPTER = the best SUMMARY you could ever hope to find as to WHO and WHY some become "POSSSESSED BY DEMONS!"

WHAT THE "HUDSON "AWAKENING" DENIED =

WITH HOB-NAILED"BOOTS!"

"INDIVIDUALS are "TESTED" and "PROVED" a length of
time to see...if any will NOT be "PURIFIED" through
OBEYING THE "TRUTH!" and "OVERCOME!"...the ANGELS
OF GOD have the charge: "They are JOINED to their
IDOLS, "LET=THEM=ALONE!" and they PASS ON to their
WORK = LEAVING THESE with their SINFUL TRAITS UNSUB-
DUED = to the "CONTROL" of EVIL ANGELS. Those who
have come up to EVERY POINT, and stand EVERY TEST, and
OVERCOME, be the PRICE what it may = have HEEDED the
counsel of the "TRUE WITNESS!" = and "THEY" will
receive "THE LATTER RAIN!" and thus be FITTED for
TRANSLATION!" (READ ON!) T1:187,204 to 302,299,343.
RH 1:233,238. T5:211. EW 44. SG 3:26; 4:29,55,149.

DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOU ARE READING = ???

*****(I) You are READING = WHO will be "SEALED!" and
give the "LOUD CRY!" = "LATTER RAIN!"

*****(J) You are READING = WHO will NOT be "SEALED!"
on the RIGHT SIDE!) and who will then PERFORM
"MIRACLES!" to "ASTOUND THE BEAST!" Those who have
"DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!" and "THEY" will LEAD THE
WORLD (CONVINCE THE WORLD!) who is "RIGHT!" by bring-
ing down "FIRE!" from God out of Heaven = (AS "ELIJAH"
DID!) and as WILSON-CARTER TRIED IN 1988 = !!! That
was TOO EARLY = but when they "PASS THE "SEALING" TEST
they will TAKE OFF! and "ASTOUNDED the WORLD!" with their "POWER OF DEMONS!!" We know by this "TEST" ALONE = that "JEANNIE WITH THE BROWN-BLUE EYES!!" = does not have a CLUE! It is but the PRATTLE of a SPOILED CHILD = RAISED BY A PERMISSIVE MOTHER! As Sr. White said: Should have been "STRANGLED IN THE CRADLE!!"

"STRANGLED IN THE CRADLE!!" BC 6:1064.

****(K) Rather than (A) Give up the SABBATH! GC 608. (B) Go to the CATHOLICS (RAMIK) to pass "TRADEMARK" LAWS = (FINES of over $180,000.00 a Year!) (Is this not a SIGN of INSANITY!) You need MORE EVIDENCE? You pay them GOD'S TITHE = ??? How "DUMB" can you get? (T5:211.) = You actually expect a "WELL DONE! THOU GOOD AND FAITHFUL SERVANT!" You have a LONG WAIT COMING! (C) And the FINAL INDIGNITY = far from the mental RAVINGS of one JEANINE SAUTRON = that "ADVENTISTS" will give the "LOUD CRY!!" = they will pass the "DEATH DECREES" on those who DO = !!! How could "ADVENTISTS" pass any "DEATH DECREES" as Recorded in MAGEN and SPAULDING 1,2. UNLESS they were "RAISING THE DEAD!!" = SATAN come down in a "FLYING SAUCER!!" GC 624, with ADVENTISTS WAITING with OPEN ARMS for him to help them in a HUGE "INOCULATION" PROGRAMME that will put all their HOSPITAL SYSTEMS TO WORK = which will BACK-FIRE and leave the "POPULOUS CITIES" reduced to RUIN and "DESOLATION!!" GC 589. 1884 GC 407. GC 589. CH 461.

****(L) Yes! they will have a GLORIOUS TIME! POWER! and HEALING! and the World will be so CAPTIVATED they will Obey the ADVENTISTS and pass the "DEATH DECREES!!" for them! (Or did you miss that Reference? MAGEN and SPAULDING COLLECTION 1,2. (From "LEAVES!!")

****(M) But "BEFORE" their "DEATH DECREES!!" or just at the TIME when ADVENTISTS LEAD the SICK STRAGGLERS that are left after 5 KILLING PLAGUES = they will lead a few SICK STRAGGLERS to the CAMPS of the SAINTS = in the only "ARMAGEDDON" there is = it is "THE VOICE OF GOD" HOUR! What a fitting END! They end up using their SWORDS to slash EACH OTHER TO PIECES = !!! EW 282. GC 656. As they will do AGAIN = in GOG and MAGOG = AFTER the 1,000 Years! In BOTH cases the SAINTS have NO WEAPONS = they are not needed. Like the PHILISTINES = they will KILL EACH OTHER! (And MIKE CLUTE ALSO!!)
(N) Did you read the "MAXWELL" BOOK = ???. Were not ADVENTISTS putting on the BIGGEST DRIVE in their HISTORY with THAT BOOK = CALLING on the "ANTICHRIST" to "COME!" with his "HEALING!" Do you know of ANYONE that WARNED AGAINST IT = ???. We handed out the LAST 400! ADVENTISTS going to "FACE!" the "DEATH DECREE?" (JEANINE) or "PASS!" the "DEATH DECREE?" (MAGEN.)

(O) THEY WILL "PASS THE DEATH DECREE!" by their "INNOCULATIONS" and "SHOTS!" GC 625. Until cities are "DESOLATE!" Those ONCE in "THE GREATEST LIGHT!" will go into "THE GREATEST DARKNESS!" TM 163,272-3.

(P) What else is there to say? Does this not sum it up? This is the END of one "JEANINE SAUTRON" and those who PEDdle her WILD-CAT "DREAMS and VISIONS!" NO REGARD FOR SOULS.

"WHOEVER TURNS A SINNER AWAY FROM HIS ERROR - WILL SAVE HIM FROM "DEATH!" AND COVER A MULTITUDE OF SINS!" JAMES 5:20.

The "BEAST!" is no WORSE than the "FALSE PROPHET!" BOTH will be the FIRST to be THROWN in the "LAKE OF FIRE!" Rev. 19:20. In GOG and MAGOG they are "TOASTED=IN=THEIR=TRACKS!" Rev. 20:8-10.

(Q) If a "FALSE PROPHET" is ENCOURAGED by those who ought to know Better = if her Mind is left to WANDER AIMLESSLY = her "EXAGGERATIONS" pass all BOUNDS! There is NO TURNING BACK! Is there HOPE for her FOLLOWERS = ???. I WONDER.

(R) Too often they ADD on to her FANTASIES which ride "PIGGYBACK" on her IDEAS. Thus we have her "BAPTIZING" people "IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER = THE SON = and the HOLY GHOST!" While her FOLLOWERS may cleave to "ONE GOD."

(S) Perhaps this "ONE GOD!" = His "NAME!" is "ALLAH!" and is why the "MUSLIM" World is SUFFERING A "BLOODBATH" for the last 8 Years. And the "ONE GOD!" JEWS will be NEXT! DA 628-9. RH 3:336-8; 343-4; 632-3; 4:156,341-2. DA 635,739. OH, NO! We are NOT seeking POPULARITY when we quote: "SAID CHRIST, "but the END [of the JEWISH NATION AS A NATION] is not yet." (READ ON!) DA 628-9. (NO CHANGES - VANCE FERRELL?) SOME LAODICEAN TALMUDIST TOOK THE NAME: "JEWISH!" out of DA 628. In some Books it is 629.
Perhaps then it will not HAPPEN = ??? There will be no "END!" to the "JEISH NATION?" (Written when there was NO JEWISH NATION!) 85% ATHEISTS - founders of RED BOLSHEVISN are "GOD'S PEOPLE?" Why are they CRUMBLING now = ??? We could have known that EDIFICE was built on a ROTTEN FOUNDATION! No matter how many FALSE PROPHETS believe otherwise. "He that LIVES by the SWORD - will DIE by the SWORD!"

WHEN ADVENTISTS WENT TO LAW =
THEY ARE TRYING TO LIVE =
"BY THE SWORD!" THEIR FATE -
T1:270. But take it from RH 1:40.
T5:211-2. EW 69.

THIS IS THE END = OF THEM!
AND JEANINE SAUTRON. TM 300,507.

VANCE FERRELL and CHARLES WHEELING.

When an SDA MINISTER decides to go over to "REFORM" =
or start his own "MOVEMENT" = he literally takes his Life in his own hands. Unless he knows what to do =
and how to Prevent it. (And there is an uncommon amount of "COURAGE!". The UNWRITTEN "LAW" of the PAPACY = the MAFIA = and the ADVENTIST HIERARCHY = once he steps out of the SLAVE-CAMP and is DENOUNCED as a:
"HERETIC!" "OPPOSED TO OUR "HOLY ORDER!" If he snaps the "CORDS!" which BOUND HIM = EW 242-3.

HE IS "OPEN SEASON!" SHOOT HIM ON SIGHT = !!!

OTHERS of the WOLF-PACK = pounce on him from every Side. Every "20-Year" PREACHER = knows the Fate of such a man. They may know NOTHING! (and care LESS!) about what he is Teaching = it is enough that he broke the Cords that bound him = to give him the "EVIL-
EYE!" the "COLD-SHOULDER!" and the whole Church

gathers up their "HOLY SKIRTS!" and SHUNS HIM LIKE A
"LEPER!"

HE IS WELL AWARE OF THIS =
BEFORE HE STARTS =

So he had better have an uncommon amount of COURAGE
and INTEGRITY. We have seen those who become actual
"INFIDELS!" Some become that as soon as they Step
into the Adventist Pulpit. FCE 328,330,354-357,362,
407,460,44,93,171. "They may have the "NAME!" of
having a "COLLEGIATE EDUCATION!" = but in reality they
are only "EDUCATED DUNCES!" FCE 44. "It will result
in sending forth to the World, in place of Christian
workers, a Company of "EDUCATED INFIDELS!"
T7:167, 168. (Especially as they did in the "1950's") = and
now doing it again = "MIND CONTROL!" = "MESMERISM!" =
"HYPNOTISM!" = "NEW AGE!" = NLP ("NEURO-LINGUISTIC-
PROGRAMMING!") = "PARABOLA SOCIETY!" = "DISCOVER THE
POWER!" OF MYTH!" = "THE FULLNESS OF EMTINESS!" =
"THE HOLY DANCE?!" = "MAGIC?!" = "DANTE'S DIVINE COMEDY!"
= "METAPHORICAL DARKNESS?!" = "AND THERE WAS LIGHT?!" =
"BUDDHISTS?!" = "NAVAJO INDIANS?!" = "SCHOPENHAUSER?!" =
"JUNG?!" = "ORIENTAL THINKING?!" = "I DON'T HAVE TO HAVE
"FAITH?!" = "I HAVE "EXPERIENCE?!" = "AS A GOD?!" =
(SUCH BOOKS ARE SNAPPED OFF THE SHELVES!)
-TELLERS = HEATHEN MAGICIANS. AA 220. CLOCK BOOK 312-6.

"AND WORKS WITH THAT POWER WHICH IS TO
CHARACTERIZE HIS EFFORTS NEAR THE CLOSE OF
PROBATION. THE MINDS OF THOUSANDS HAVE BEEN
POISONED = AND LED INTO INFIDELITY!" SM 2:351.
HYPNOSIS

WHEN VANCE FERRELL ("HYPNOTISM ENTERS THE ADVENTIST CHURCH") = WM 327 Series = he FORGETS a number of things = or else he never knew them.

IT IS A LAW OF THE HUMAN MIND =

that what the HUMAN MIND dwells upon = long enough = it will finally believe. It is also a LAW OF THE HUMAN MIND = that you learn NOTHING = unless you TEACH IT. It is also a LAW of the HUMAN MIND = that if you Teach something that you do not Believe = you will finally BELIEVE IT!

THIS PRINCIPLE IS CLEARLY BROUGHT FORTH =

in the Case of KD+A (KORAH = DATHAN = and ABIRIM the CHURCH-LEADERS!) = which Ended up in: "THE SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST!!" VANCE FERRELL SPEAKS of "HYPNOTISM" 1991 "ENTERING" the Adventist Church. The inflection being that this is something "NEW!"

EVERY SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST MINISTER =

there ever was = under URIAH SMITH = KELLOG = BALLANGER = CANRIGHT = and from 1933 to 1973 - under L.E.FROOM sitting at the CONTROL CONSOLE = together with his "AMEN = CHARLIE!" = ROY A. (DOG CATCHER) ANDERSON = 40 YEARS OF THIS TEAM = BRAIN-WASHED the CONTEMPORARY SDA MINISTRY into the MONOMANIASM that "SPEWNG OUT!!" = means: "GOING THROUGH!!" So do not "FIND FAULT!" with HIM! This rang out from EVERY MESMERIZED PULPIT! For such a thing to get out of CONTROL as it did = there were not enough to stand up and "MEET IT!!" Let them get away with it. So for such people to now come and tell us "SOMETHING" about being in a "MESMERIZED" STATE = is the HIGHEST of INDIGNITIES and INSULTS!

"WE" WILL TELL "THEM!"

"THE CONGREGATION" being "HOLY EVERY ONE!" was KD+A the CHURCH-LEADERS = no matter how many BUNCHES and TAILERS = preach otherwise. Calling them "OFFSHOOTS!" and even "BABYLON!" Of the HUNDREDS of TIMES I have
When ALL their Leaders practiced "MASS-MESMERISM!" and they knew it NOT = !!! Just like those in a SPELL NOW = they LIKE it! They have forgotten the FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE = "RESIST IT!"

WANT TO KNOW HOW = ???

NOT PREACHED FROM ANY ADVENTIST PULPIT = the "GRACE!" of God gives: "ENMITY!" 1884 GC 324-5. GC 506. RH 5:235. T1:362. Ev. 297. B2:6,8. MM 143-4. SM 1:254. COL 271. When FRED ALLABACH (TALMUDIST) came into my Room at VIOLA LEMON'S PLACE IN OSHAWA = CANADA = just before he went across the Country practicing LOR ("NEURO-LINGUISTIC-PROGRAMMING!") = I felt like SMASHING him against a BRICK-WALL! This is a SELF-PROTECTIVE MECHANISM. We need that against other "20-Year Adventist Ministers" now coming in and taking over "REFORM!" with the same OLD DOGMAS = after "40-years of "FROOM!"

VANCE FERRELL MISSED THE MOST IMPORTANT PART =

BEFORE YOU GO = to "LISTEN TO ERROR...FORCED HOME...BY THE POWER OF THE WILL!" EW 125. You are to CALMLY read their WRITINGS = and then DO NOT COME WITHIN A MILE = of their MEETINGS! (UNLESS the Lord "Sends" you = to OPENLY DENY THE TEACHING = !!! EW 125.)

NOT SOME SILLY READING OF SOME BOOK = !!!

AT A TIME LIKE THAT - wouldn't the HYPNOTIST LIKE THAT = !!! NOTHING they like MORE than for you to be SILENT! ("BY SILENCE GIVE CONSENT!" SM 1:196.) LET ALL OTHERS BE SWAYED BY THE PROFESSIONAL LIAR and MES- MERIST = while you "READ SOME BOOK!" That is INFAN- TILE = !!! Even an "EDUCATED DUNCE!" could do BETTER THAT THAT! FCE 44,536,544. B:443. LS 310, 319. SPAULDING 442-3. TM 266. T7:166-8. SM 2:351. They should have Obeyed the CRY: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" LONG AGO! But they were held in by these "20-YEAR PREACHERS!" who STILL DENY THE ONLY ONE SAFE METHOD = "HOLD YOUR OWN MEETINGS!" DO NOT ARGUE WITH THEM!
VANCE FERRELL vs WHEELING =

WHAT THIS ACTUALLY IS. We have to understand what this actually is = so as to be PREPARED to know what activates him. We have had enough experience with DIE-HARD "LAODICEANS."

DIE-HARD LAODICEANS is a TYPE.

It is like an "ARMY MAN." An "ARMY MAN" is a TYPE. I am FAITHFUL to my "ARMY HERITAGE" = the HISTORY of my FAMILY = my FLAG = my COUNTRY = my RACE = my DENOMI-

NATION = what we as a people stand for = it breeds ANIMOSITY = HATRED = no one else is ANYTHING = only MY PEOPLE = MY FAMILY RECORD = MY NATION'S DISTIN-

TIVE ACHIEVEMENTS =

THAT IS WHAT BREEDS INSUFFERABLE "PHARISEES" =

that everyone HATES = that no one LOVES = "EVIL BEGETS what EVIL BREEDS." If NOTHING but YOUR BREED is any Good = then YOU are no good. WE SAY THIS BECAUSE:

MORE WARS HAVE BEEN CAUSED =

MORE DIVORCE PROCEEDINGS =

MORE ESTRANGEMENT = FEUDS = REbellions =

on account of DIE-HARD BIGOTS = who know only ONE

THING = ME = MINE = OURS = is EVERYTHING = your SIDE =
your CONVICTIONS = your FAMILY and YOU = are a NOTHING = NOTHING = NOTHING!

WHEN A MATTER OF FACT =

WHAT IS TRUE? = NO NATION = NO PEOPLE = is without a BLACK STAIN on their FAMILY or NATION'S RECORD. THE

BRITISH forced OPIUM on the CHINESE and on the WORLD = what a STAIN through the RECORDS OF HISTORY! The WORLD OF ISLAM introduced SLAVERY = WHIPPINGS = BEAT-

INGS = MURDER = CHILDREN torn from FAMILIES = WIVES from HUSBANDS = no MERCY = no REASONING = no SYMPATHY = no MORALITY = no LOVE. That is clearly the "SPIRIT OF THE DEVIL!"
NOW WE COME TO WHAT IT REALLY IS =

It is the "FAMILY OF GOD" dealing with a "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" That is what CHRIST (and JOHN THE BAPTIST) called the "PHARISEES and SADDUCEES." (And what the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" called the SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST LEADERSHIP! AGAIN and AGAIN! 33 TIMES in the "1888 MATERIALS.") VANCE FERRELL in his UNCONTROLLABLE HATRED of anything that might be called an "OFFSHOOT" by his DEFINITION = ought to be SHOT = THROWN OVER A CLIFF = BUTCHERED = CUT UP INTO LITTLE PIECES.

HOW DOES IT AFFECT OTHERS = ???

SUPPOSING YOU ONCE SAY =

"THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN CHANGED!" = will he LISTEN = ??? Will he EVALUATE = ??? Will he see if this is so = ??? It is like the MEDICAL PROFESSION = no one OUTSIDE THE MEDICAL PROFESSION could POSSIBLY find a "CURE" for CANCER = or ANYTHING. They go so far as to say it is BETTER for a PATIENT to DIE = than be CURED by any other METHOD THAN OURS! It is ME = MINE = OURS = all over again. UNREASONABLE BIGOTRY = it leads to calling in the LAWYERS = the SWORD = the STATE. "I WILL SHOW YOU WHO IS BOSS AROUND HERE!" It is the OPPOSITE OF:

THE GOLDEN RULE =

"AS YE DO UNTO OTHERS = just SO will it be done to YOU AGAIN!" "GOOD FOR GOOD!" "EVIL FOR EVIL!" "GOOD MEASURE = PRESSED DOWN = and RUNNING OVER!"

THE PATRIOT IS A MAN WHO LETS OTHERS =

THINK FOR HIM = he need not do his own THINKING. In this Case - he contacts the ONES who TAUGHT him or LICENSED him. They are EVERYTHING and they KNOW EVERYTHING = no matter if it is RIGHT or WRONG! RIGHT or WRONG has NOTHING to do with it = he is facing a hated "SAMARITAN!" He belongs to another SECT! NOT MINE = MINE is ALL = MINE is EVERYTHING = I need not INVESTIGATE = I "KNOW!" without investigation. THAT IS THE PHARISEE = THAT is the BIGOT = THAT is what CHRIST CALLED:
"Ye are of your Father the DEVIL! He was a LIAR from the Beginning = and his WORKS ye DO!" "GENERATION OF VIPERS!"

THIS IS THE TYPE=

that will say: "CHRIST NEVER SAID: "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" But does he look it up? NO = !!! Will he SHUT UP ABOUT IT = ??? NO! DOUBLY "NO!" He said it NOW = he said it YESTERDAY = he will say it TOMORROW = he will continue to say it = 2 YEARS FROM NOW! It is LITERALLY TRUE = you can do NOTHING for a BIGOT like that = but to DIG HIS GRAVE = that is the only TIME he will quit YAPPING = when he is in the GRAVE!

THAT IS WHY=

the Lord BAPTIZED the PHARAOH'S ARMY in the RED SEA! That is why the Lord baptized the WHOLE WORLD by a FLOOD! That is why he BURNED UP 2 CITIES - Sodom and Gomorrha - because they were INCORRIGABLE = there was NO WAY that they would CHANGE = only ONE WAY = by TURNING THEM TO ASHES! (Ashes can be useful!) That is why He is going to BURN UP the WORLD at His "SECOND ADVENT!" And who are the FIRST ones and the WORST ones that He will SET to the TORCH = ??? "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" READ IT IN T5:211 = TOTAL ANNihilation! This is the "SPIRIT OF ELIJAH = "LET NOT ONE ESCAPE!"

THE WISE DO NOT STAY = WITH THE FOOLISH =

"A COMPANION OF FOOLS = WILL BE DESTROYED!"

"DESTROYED FOR WANT OF JUDGMENT!"

THIS FIGHT OF VANCE WITH CHARLES WHEELING = what is it all about = ??? It is about the CHARGE that CHARLES WHEELING said the BOOKS have been CHANGED = and VANCE FERRELL is as ADAMANT as he always has been = that the BOOKS have NOT BEEN CHANGED - he claimed we could not show ONE = !!! But will he stop to LISTEN = ??? NOT ON YOUR LIFE = !!! He is a "HIT AND RUN" DRIVER. He can only HIT = he cannot LISTEN to ANYONE ELSE but from his own CULT = ESTABLISHMENT = CURIA = POLITBURO = CLAN = all others are DIRT = PLAIN DIRT!
WE HOLD NO BRIEF FOR CHARLES WHEELING =

VANCE ADMITS he is of the SAME CLASS — the "ELITE" with their "SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENTS!" But we read that "THE HARLOTS and PUBLICANS GO INTO THE KINGDOM = BEFORE YOU!"

WHY? WHY SHOULD THIS BE?

Because they ADMIT they have SINNED — God can USE such = God can CHANGE such = God can DO something with such = but there is NO SIN like the SIN of "SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS!" Like SATAN — he is SMART = and he KNOWS it! But when SMARTNESS goes beyond HONESTY = and he begins to LIE to COVER UP for his OWN = then LOOK for "THE WRATH OF GOD!"

WHEELING IS MISTAKEN = TRUE ENOUGH =

BUT IT IS A LIE TO SAY HE IS 100% MISTAKEN =

AND KEEP HAMMERING AWAY ABOUT WHERE WHEELING =

IS NOT MISTAKEN! HE IS NOT MISTAKEN about 1898 — he is NOT MISTAKEN about 3½ YEARS — he is NOT MISTAKEN about PAGES CHANGED in the Book "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" HE IS NOT MISTAKEN that SOME ONE ELSE = wrote the "GREAT CONTROVERSY" that was CHANGED by URIAH SMITH (and OTHERS!) in 1888 and which was much if not MOST of the FIGHT of 1888 and why they ERASED ALL EVIDENCE OF IT! And we will NEVER have to APOLOGIZE to VANCE FERRELL or his "WHITE ESTATE" for that one!

AND WHO DO WE HAVE AS AUTHORITY = ???

"THE WHITE ESTATE!"

*****(1) = 1956 PUBLICATION BY "ARTHUR L. WHITE" = p.65,80. The 1883 ORIGINAL GENERAL CONFERENCE "COMMITTEE OF 5" HEADED BY "URIAH SMITH" TO CHANGE THE BOOKS = !!! "EGW — MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT by ARTHUR L. WHITE" = 1956 = 128 pages.

*****(2) = "SOP TREASURE CHEST" = 1960 PUBLICATION BY HMSC = "SCHOOL OF VOP" = p.62.

*****(4) = "SPECTRUM = SUMMER" = 1972 RONALD GRAYBILL p.49-53. WELL DOCUMENTED RELEASE ABOUT THE CHANGING OF THE BOOKS = !!! AFTER ALL THAT = if you have some "FAVORITE" OLD CONSTIPATED FOSSIL IN THE "WHITE ESTATE" = who will not admit ANYTHING = !!! Who has an UNDYING HATRED for anything that SOUNDS LIKE "OFFSHOOTS!" and you go to that kind of CREEP as an "AUTHORITY!" - I suppose we will have to wait for the "VOICE OF GOD HOUR" = for the OLD BAG OF BONES = to finally ADMIT = like JUDAS as he went and HANGED HIMSELF = that

HE JUST "COULD" HAVE BEEN WRONG = !!!

FROM "THE WHITE ESTATE" ITSELF = from the very "HEADS!" of it = and after all that = STILL find some LIFE-TIME "LIAR!" = to try to DENY it = !!! SAY WHATEVER YOU WANT AGAINST "WHEELING!" = At least he is not THAT-BIG-A-LIAR! TO DENY THAT = !!! It takes a Special Breed of "PHARISEE!" to try to deny THAT=AT=THIS=LATE=DATE = !!! As "SUE WYBORNE" SAID = VANCE FERRELL IS "WORSE!" than "URIAH SMITH!" IN WAR-TIME = ARMY MEN out to FINISH THE "ENEMY!" CAN NEVER ADMIT that he "MIGHT!" be "HUMAN!" They know only ONE THING = "RAPIER" HIM = or use a "GATLING GUN!" on him. VANCE FERRELL NOW HAS CHARLES WHEELING IN HIS SIGHTS = will he pull the TRIGGER = ???

HIS ARTICLE IS SPILLING OVER WITH HATRED!

But when he comes up with "THE BOOKS!" = have NOT been "CHANGED!" he is setting himself up against the "WHITE ESTATE!" and against "40 FACTS!" = merely to use "ANY ARGUMENT" to DOWN an "OFFSHOOT!" To "PLEASE GOD!" = we must all stand UNITED with the "WOLF-PACK!" Circling round and round for the "KILL!" They forget that the Master of the Household = one of these fine Days = is going to get out the "BLUNDERBUSS!" T5:211-2. (Want 50 more = ???) At least CHARLES WHEELING may be HONEST ENOUGH to ADMIT THAT = !!! It is about "TIME!"

"NO LONGER "MUTILATE" THE TRUTH!"
WHEELING =

ONE OF THE MOST DANGEROUS DECEPTIONS

FACING MANKIND =

(A) is a CHURCH - a POLITICAL PARTY = a RACE OF PEOPLE = be it one Member or the Group.
(B) Belongs to the OPPOSITION PARTY =
(B) Finds ONE THING in (A)'s RELIGION = RACE = or POLITICS that (B) does not like.
(B) So he CONDEMNS EVERYTHING that (A) stands for. (B) finds what he thinks is ONE ERROR = and CONDEMNS THE WHOLE. (B) is an INSUFFERABLE BIGOT = he is INTOLERABLE. (B) is the one that starts ALL WARS. And in a WAR = kills THOUSANDS of INNOCENT PEOPLE because of his RAGE against (A).
(A) May be WRONG = but he is not ALL WRONG! But the INSUFFERABLE BIGOT closes his eyes to that = and speaks and Acts like he would want to OBLITERATE (A) off the Map = and (B) does not care how many OTHERS he takes with him.

THAT IS THE WAR-MONGER AND VANCE FERRELL =

VANCE FERRELL IS (B) = and supposing he finds SOMETHING WRONG with (A) CHARLES WHEELING = his ONE TIME "FRIEND." As long as WHEELING was as BIGOTED a "DIE-HARD LAODICEAN" as VANCE FERRELL IS = they were "FRIENDS!" Now that apparently WHEELING has GIVEN UP some of the POINTS OF INTEREST THEY BOTH HAD = true to the POLICY of ADVENTISM - EVERYTHING WHEELING now says = is WRONG = EVERYTHING.

THE REASON WE ENTER THIS DEBATE =

(ONE OF THE REASONS.) THE BIGOTED PHARISEE = VANCE FERRELL = once was TAUGHT = (and what he was ONCE TAUGHT is to him the ABSOLUTE = UNQUESTIONABLE TRUTH = and he will "DIE DEFENDING IT.")

SO HE LAUNCHES HIS ALL-OUT ATTACK =

There is NOTHING WRONG WITH THAT PER SE = if he STICKS to the TRUTH. But does he? We are NOT defending CHARLES WHEELING = we have ABSOLUTELY NO USE for his STAND in the PAST - which is the SAME as the SCHOOL OF
THOUGHT that VANCE FERRELL BELONGS TO = the BIGOTED SELF-RIGHTEOUS "ELITE" of the LAODICEAN GUARD - and when ONE OF THEM finds his beloved LAODECEAN GOLDEN IDOL has some "FOOL'S GOLD" in its make-up = they seem to fall to pieces (like BRINSMED = like FORD) and as SR. WHITE PREDICTED: "THEY ACT LIKE MEN WHO HAVE LOST THEIR REASON!" TM 70. GC 607. "FALSE SHEPHERDS!" = EW 123.....

IN THE EXPERIENCE (or INEXPERIENCE!) =

of these LAODICEAN BIGOTS = CHARLES WHEELING has discovered to his HORROR! that the BOOKS have been CHANGED! The Question is: HOW did he find this out? From WHOM did he find this out? How THOROUGHLY did he find this out? and does he know what he is TALKING ABOUT? (And for that matter = after VANCE FERRELL knew this for MANY YEARS = and DENIED it = did he learn NOTHING in the meantime? Apparently NOT!)

IT IS SAFE TO SAY = NEITHER ONE KNOWS WHAT THEY ARE TALKING ABOUT = LEAST OF ALL = VANCE FERRELL.

WHEELING may have made EXAGGERATED STATEMENTS = but that does not say he is ALL WRONG = WHEELING said SOME ONE (Vance Ferrell is not HONEST enough to say WHO!) ONE or ONES that allegedly CHANGED the WRITINGS = and as for "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" - WHEELING says so and so many ENTIRE PAGES are NOT by ELLEN WHITE! And so VANCE FERRELL gets down and RAKES him through the COALS OF HELL = !!! And will affect many people. He is so ADAMANT = perhaps we should KNOCK his HALO slightly askew = ??? What if VANCE FERRELL is too HIGH and MIGHTY to condescend and "LOOK and LIVE!" at what he thinks is a SERPENT. Perhaps he better "LOOK!" at that "SERPENT!" if he expects to LIVE! I believe he has an IDOL. I believe that IDOL is ARTHUR WHITE. What if his IDOL = ARTHUR WHITE = notified the whole ADVENTIST WORLD that the GENERAL CON-ference men CHANGED the WRITINGS! passed that RESOLUTION in 1883 = and one of the FIRST CHANGES was the 1888 TRANS- LATION = ???. And what if there is NO QUESTION ABOUT IT = ??? And what if the very "HISTORICAL RECORDS" was involved in this CHANGING = and also the DATE that VANCE FERRELL holds to DEFEND his POSITION = and what
if that DATE and that "GREAT CONTROVERSY" ADDITION is the VERY THING that threw RON WOLFE and FRITZ ALSETH off the TRACK and when HOEHN EXPOSED that in the SACRAMENTO MEETINGS in 1984 = that put an END to all the CAREFULLY FABRICATED CHARTS and "TIME PREDICTIONS" = !!! THE DATE 1798 = is a PROVEN FAKE! That is the HAND of (as VANCE likes to put it = not OPEN ENOUGH to give the NAME of his IDOL = URIAH SMITH!) As he HANGS on to URIAH SMITH = and NOT ELLEN WHITE = !!! As do untold THOUSANDS of others and are therefore NOT PREPARED for the DAYS AHEAD = because they believe a LIE! And that is not very hard to prove = all it needs is a Bit of HONESTY. And DO as you are TOLD to do in EW 69 "LISTEN!"

LISTEN TO THIS =

GC 266 involves CHRONOLOGY = and that is where WOLFE and ALSETH went astray = CHRONOLOGY = setting DATES. LEANING HEAVY on GC 266 as did WOLFE-ALSETH. SPENDING MONTHS to FRAME a TIME-TABLE based on the DATE in GC 266 so if GC 266 is WRONG = the WHOLE MESS IS WRONG! and because it is beneath VANCE FERRELL to look into any of it at all = he is REPEATING the BLUNDER of WOLFE-ALSETH-STAHLMAN-SANTEE = and their "JUBILIES!"

VANCE FERRELL SHOULD STAY WITH WHAT OTHERS

SEND HIM TO PRINT =

Because in his EXPLOSIVE HATRED of "CHARLES WHEELING LEAVES HISTORIC ADVENTISM!" CHARLES WHEELING DID NOT LEAVE: "HISTORIC ADVENTISM!" = he left "TRADITIONAL (URIAH SMITH!) ADVENTISM!"

VANCE FERRELL IN FEBRUARY 1991 = WM 315 to WM 319 =

he whips WHEELING unmercifully = regarding GC 266. (Especially in WM 317) = "The 1260 years of PAPAL SUPREMACY...would therefore TERMINATE in 1798..." GC 266. (1888 "URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION" also carried over into 1911 Edition.) (1888 Edition had a Picture of "POPE PIUS VI" TAKEN PRISONER IN 1798.) Which "TERMINATED" PAPAL RULE IN 1798 = GC 266 =

DID IT = ???
WAS THAT "ELLEN WHITE" = OR "URIAH SMITH" = ???

VANCE FERRELL IN A FURIOUS ASSAULT = refusing to recognize what we PROVED in the "WOLFE-PACK" MEETINGS and TIME-CHARTS PREPARED OVER 3 MONTHS by RON WOLFE = FRITZ ALSETH = BETTY STAHLMANN = we asked ALSETH and WOLFE SEPARATELY = if they based their "JEWISH CHRONOLOGY "TIME-CARTHS" ON GC 266 = and both said = "YES!" And we said before all (with BILL PARKS MUTTERING IN THE BACKGROUND!) that GC 266 was NOT in the ORIGINAL 1884 GC = this was a FAKE by "URIAH SMITH!"
That pretty well ENDED THAT MEETING = RIGHT THERE = !!! BILL PARKS OR NO BILL PARKS = !!!

SO TO US IT IS AN EXERCISE IN FUTILITY =

FOR VANCE FERRELL to take PAGES and PAGES to "PRETEND" he goes by "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" = when all he is doing is going by "JEWISH CHRONOLOGY" = obtained from the JEWS OF TEL AVIV = !!! THAT IS NOT = ANY "HISTORIC ADVENTISM!" THE QUESTION IS SIMPLE =

DID ROMANISM COME TO AN END IN A.D. 1798 = ???

Or was she still alive and well = and did an "ANGEL" = GUIDE "URIAH SMITH'S" HAND = ??? If so = why the PERPETUAL "D & R" COMMITTEES EVER SINCE = sitting on this DEAD-MAN'S CHEST = "YO = HO! HO! and a bottle of RUM!" The "HAND" is not "GUIDED" except under SPIRITUALISM = "UIJA-BOARDS" = "SLATE-BOARDS" = "PLANCHETTE" = "SECRET CHARMS" = "SORCERY" = "NECROMANCY" = "WITCHCRAFT" = "SUPERNATURAL BEINGS" = "OCCULT POWERS" = "SPIRIT GUIDES" = "ENCHANTING" = "CONJURING" = and THAT WAS "TRADITIONAL (URIAH SMITH) ADVENTISM!" Yes = "1798" is just as "HOPELESSLY W RONG!" as VANCE FERRELL IS = when he writes in WM 319 -PART FIVE - p.19. = "THEY FOUGHT HER SO VIGOROUSLY," that they REFUSED TO PRINT HER "1888 REVISION" of "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" (OH! BOY! = "OH! BOY! = OH! BOY!"

***

"SOME PEOPLE TODAY SAY THAT CHURCH LEADERS WROTE MUCH OF THE 1888 EDITION of that BOOK. Such people (HOEHN!) are IGNORANT of History. (WHew! = our
LEADERS AT THAT TIME did EVERYTHING they could to keep that BOOK (1888) from being PUBLISHED! (!!!!!!!!!) THOSE OPPONENTS included URIAH SMITH (!!!!!!!!!) and GEORGE BUTLER. THEN, when it WAS PRINTED = they determined it would REMAIN ON THE SHELVES at the REVIEW, and not be sent out to the people."

(OH! HEAVENS FORBID! IS "HOEHN" ACTUALLY PRINTING THIS = ???)

("URIAH SMITH" KEPT HIS OWN BOOK ON THE SHELVES = ???)

(THAT HE REAPED A FORTUNE FROM = !!!)

(OH! WELL! LET'S HEAR A LITTLE MORE = !!!) "With that BACKGROUND, you can better understand that BUTLER'S SKEPTICAL LETTER to her in 1888 (represented on pages 22-23 of WHEELING'S BOOKLET), is not worth reading. He was FURIOUS that he and his BUDDIES in Battle Creek had not been supported at MINNEAPOLIS by ELLEN WHITE, and that two young UP-STARTS = JONES and WAGGONER had...(and in his continuing attack against CHARLES WHEELING = VANCE FERRELL speaks of DR. GEORGE RUE, of all the Printing he did in his "LAYWORKER" = CHARLES' ARTICLES were) = "PROBABLY the VERY WORST ATTACKS on the Spirit of Prophecy ever to appear in the pages of Rue's newsletter...IT SEEMS BEST not to REPEAT these articles here. It would take too much space. Instead, the present writer will prepare a separate tract set dealing with that topic." VANCE FERRELL in WM 319, p.19. February 1991.
IF THERE EVER WAS A MORE MIXED-UP SET OF LIES =
WE HAVE NEVER SEEN IT =

*****LIE (1) = So URIAH SMITH and GEORGE BUTLER = were determined that ELLEN WHITE'S "WONDERFUL!" = "WONDERFUL!" = 1888 EDITION of the "GREAT CONTROVERSY" = (Did I hear this RIGHT?) = SMITH = BUTLER = and others = were "DETERMINED" this 1888 Edition would "REMAIN ON THE SHELVES!" (WHOOPS! I must be seriously ADDLED for Sure!) I thought it was "VOLUME 4" = they were DETERMINED would "REMAIN ON THE SHELVES!"

*****LIE (2) = "VOLUME 4" = or "BOOK 4" = NEVER HAS BEEN = and NEVER WILL BE = the "URIAH SMITH!" ("1888 TRANSLATION!") NEVER! Write your own LETTER to WHITE ESTATE and send us a XEROX COPY of their Reply. (Better yet, send us the ORIGINAL and keep the XEROX! For if we PRINT it = it should be FROM THE ORIGINAL!) (We can return your Copy.) To save CONFUSION and TIME = send us the ORIGINAL = but XEROX it FIRST = in case it gets lost in the Mail. ALSO = we want a COPY (XEROX) (or CARBON) of the LETTER YOU SEND THEM!

"DID ELLEN WHITE EVER SPEAK OF 1888 EDITION OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY" as being "BOOK 4" or "VOLUME 4" = ??? Or did she ALWAYS MEAN THE ORIGINAL "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" BOOK 4 = 1884 EDITION?"

*********

*****LIE (3) = AFTER FABRICATING URIAH SMITH 1888 TRANSLATION = and offered in 1888 = did they try to keep "THAT" BOOK = ("THEIR BOOK!") off the shelves = or did they from that Time on = PUT A STOP (as VANCE FERRELL DID) PUT A STOP to the 1888 ORIGINAL and foist their 1888 instead = ??? So that the ORIGINAL SET OF 4 "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" BOOKS BECAME RARE "COLLECTORS ITEMS?"

WHICH IS THE TRUTH = ???

*****LIE (4) = we never heard a more blatant LIE than that one! NEVER! from any SOURCE = has such a
"COVER-UP!" = JOB BEEN DONE! Not even at "WATERGATE!" That caused the IMPEACHMENT of NIXON - and should cause the IMPEACHMENT of VANCE FERRELL. LYING THROUGH HIS TEETH!

ONE REFERENCE CAN TAKE CARE OF THAT = !!!!

"1888 MATERIALS" = (Book 3) = 0 = 55 = 1894. Norfolk Villa, Prospect Hill, GRANGEVILLE, NEW SOUTH WALES. (FILE COPY REPLACEMENT 1953 by BM.)

YOU KNOW WHAT THIS MEANS = ???

This means some one was COMMISSIONED to RE-WRITE (EDIT!) these "MATERIALS!" in 1953 to LEAVE OUT = (...) here and (...) there = things you DID NOT NEED TO KNOW = and DELIBERATELY = WIPE OUT MARGINAL NOTA-
TIONS = and otherwise "FIX-UP!" the BOOKS as "URIAH SMITH" did in 1888 and LONG BEFORE = and LONG AFTER! So that this "CHURCH!" is "GOING THROUGH!!" come "HELL!" or "HIGH-WATER!"

BUT IN SPITE OF ALL THAT =

THROUGH THE MUCK AND THE GORE =

WE HAVE ENOUGH TO KNOW WHAT SHE DID TEACH!

"I MOURN NOW that I did not do the very work I OUGHT TO HAVE DONE when my nephew, FRANK BELDEN, and CAPTAIN ELDORIDGE were in RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS and had not an APPRECIATION of the GREAT CONTROVERSY, Vol. 4, which the people should have had THEN as they are having NOW."

AT THIS POINT SOME ONE PUT IN [and] =

BOXING in this SENTENCE and then ADDING the famous (...) = indicating that he was CHECKING this with the REAL "ORIGINAL" = and the one before him DID NOT SHOW THAT SOMETHING WAS OMITTED = LEFT OUT = DITCHED! at this Point = so this is a Copy of a Copy of a Copy = and where they END = NOBODY KNOWS! HOWEVER THEY DECIDED TO LEAVE IN =

********* ********

********* ********
"What effect did ALL MY TALK with a burdened heart in setting forth before them these things, have upon THEM? As much as to talk to a STONE!... THAT THE BOOK which the people SHOULD HAVE HAD, which the Lord WOULD HAVE THEM HAVE, fell almost USELESS, and DIED from the PRESS. LIGHT WAS IN THAT BOOK which came from Heaven, but what account will those men have to give to God for the little faith and confidence manifested IN THAT BOOK...I am so glad that the people can have them NOW. (APPARENTLY after COAXING and COAXING - they did print a LIMITED NUMBER (JUST LIKE VANCE FERRELL after all the people that COAXED HIM!) (But then went into a SLUMP as they did also.)

**************

"WHAT POWER DID I HAVE, notwithstanding MY POSITION and RELATION to the WORK, to CHANGE the ORDER OF THINGS in the COUNCILS and DECISIONS made in BATTLE CREEK by men, FIRM, and SET, and DETERMINED to have their own way? Verily NONE AT ALL. There is ONE who saith, "I KNOW THY WORKS!"...I have thought I would hunt up ALL THE EXPENSES I have had to meet ON MY OWN ACCOUNT since coming to AUSTRALIA...I am SICK and DISGUSTED..." 1888 MATERIALS p.1280-1. (1984.)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FEW, IF ANY = PRACTICALLY NONE!

Will have enough BACKGROUND to UNDERSTAND what has finally been revealed in the "1888 MATERIALS." Practically NO ONE USES THEM = what these 4 Books reveal goes clear over their Heads = because ANYONE who has "TRADITIONAL (URIAH SMITH) ADVENTISM" floating around in his SUBCONSCIOUS = could NEVER understand what happened. So for us to just plunge into "PROVING" which "GREAT CONTROVERSY" was "LEFT ON THE SHELVES" = we would NEVER find that out unless we are fully aware of the following:

OF "40 FACTS" WE WILL QUOTE A FEW =

*****FACT (1) = Any careful Researcher into the Writings of Sr. White must be struck with reading
HUNDREDS OF PAGES of "R&H" ARTICLES = that AGAIN and AGAIN and yet AGAIN = there are "ARTICLES" by OTHERS = that are the VERY OPPOSITE as to what ELLEN WHITE IS SAYING = I very early QUIT READING those Articles by the GREAT and MIGHTY MEN = lest I become CONFUSED as to what SHE said = and what "THEY" said. Go away with that other JUNK mixed in between = largely "CHosen" by URIAH SMITH = who began to "ORDER" her what to write. (Until, as it always does, it came to a CLIMAX-CRISIS!)

*****FACT (2) = You should also be struck that she DEFENDED certain ones at certain Times = CANRIGHT = KELLOGG = DANIELS = yes, and even "URIAH SMITH!" Hoping against Hope that they would REPENT and see their ERROR. (Some of them did.) Unless you understand this = you are SUNK.

*****FACT (3) = THE QUESTION, (OF COURSE! = is) = why did she do it? Why did she not make a RAID on them and put them OUT = ??? Why all this PLEADING and TOLERANCE? Well, we can break that into 2 or 3 parts:

*****FACT (4) = It was not her Duty or Calling to be a "DICTATOR." She was a "MESSENGER!" = take it or leave it. She was NOT to employ "FORCE!" So, she was commissioned to PLEAD = COAX = BEG = which she often did to EXTREMES! She herself said she "ERRED!" in not speaking up "BEFORE!" But often let it drag on for YEARS! And then was so terribly "HURT" because she "HAD" to do it.

*****FACT (5) = This, of course = would lead her ENEMIES to conclude that she was a "PUSH-OVER!" that they could walk over her = which they did. We do not have to belabor the Point - you know it as well as we know it. WHY DID SHE NOT EXPOSE SOME MUCH SOONER = why let it get so far OUT-OF-HAND? Because she was not dealing with SHORT-TERM interests = but with LONG-TERM INTERESTS. Like when ISRAEL wanted "MEAT!" instead of "MANNA!" - the Lord gave it to them till it came out of their Ears! When they wanted a "KING!" = He gave them that, also.

A LESSON WITH A VENGEANCE = !!!

*****(6) = CHRIST DID THE SAME = He kept "JUDAS" around although all the Time He had his NUMBER. But to the
LAST = the OTHERS DID NOT KNOW = so many things the Lord does is not because HE DOES NOT KNOW = but because OTHERS DO NOT KNOW! This requires TIME and PATIENCE.

*****(7) = We better be aware of this in the Time in which we are living. WHY DOES GOD ALLOW WAR = DIVORCES = MURDER = REVOLUTION = the ANSWER was as clear as a Bell in the ORIGINAL "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" BOOK 1 = FIRST FEW PAGES = WHY DID GOD NOT DESTROY SATAN = there you will find the "PRINCIPLE" of God's order and patience. WHY IT HAS TO BE! NO OTHER WAY! But the "WISE GUYS!" in the R&H OFFICES did not LIKE it = so they got out the ERASER = and according to the Cult that VANCE FERRELL BELONGS TO = they "IMPROVED!" the BOOKS by in this Case 1870 to 1890 = 20 YEARS LATER = !!! PALMING OFF ON US = "Patriarchs and Prophets!" = which the CLONES that PROGRAMME VANCE FERRELL = would DARE = to tell the CHURCH and the WORLD that this FAKE BOOK = was NOT written by "OTHERS!" And the church glories in the ERSATZ=FAKE=COUNTERFEIT and VANCE FERRELL would rather DIE = than tell them the TRUTH! That the BOOKS have been CHANGED = and it has been our Life's work to PROVE IT! So WHY God permitted SIN and SATAN = has been HUSHED OVER in the FAKE BOOK = conjured 20 years later. WHY DID SHE NOT STOP IT = ???

*****(8) = URIAH SMITH seemed like a "GOD-SEND" to the STRUGGLING EARLY MEMBERS = EXPERT at PRINTING = GENIUS at making PLATES = fix up the Books so they were ASTOUNDED at the BEAUTIFUL JOB. So they bent over backwards and permitted one INDIGNITY after the other = until the ALL-OUT REBELLION and CLIMAX in 1888 = and why they destroyed ALL RECORDS of it. (Well, not quite ALL!) So they could FOIST ANOTHER "IMPROVED" BOOK on the Adventist World. "THE IMPROVED" 1888!

*****(9) = AT THIS POINT we have to REMIND YOU - that the VERY SAME THING TOOK PLACE with and between "CHRIST" and "JUDAS." JUDAS also held the MONEY-BAGS for a financially strapped "EARLY WORK!" = which the Lord could have ALLEVIATED by a WORD. But chose not to. Let JUDAS go to the BRINK = just as the Hour of CRUCIFICTON drew near = HE ACTED! and EXPOSED the DEceiver!
***** (10) = And so again = ELLEN WHITE WAS INSTRUCTED to let them get away with MURDER = until the GANG-UP of 1888. And how URIAH SMITH and his "ILK" = had just about a 100% UNITED CONFEDERACY of EVIL = only 2 RANG-A-TANGS who were not AFRAID of a JUNTO-CABALA = did not FALL DOWN and WORSHIP any KING = DICTATOR = CURIA = POLIT-BURO = SANHEDRIN = SADUCCE or PHARISEE! It was NOT a matter of DOCTRINE = in this "CRISIS!" It was a matter of "SURVIVAL!" = could she LIVE through this ATTACK by the WOLF-PACK taking a BITE at her from EVERY SIDE = JONES and WAGGONER WERE NOT AFRAID of any GANG-UP! So she slowly RECOVERED and had them APOLOGIZE = ONE BY ONE! But as HISTORY PROVED - it was LARGELY A FAKE!

CONVINCED AGAINST THEIR WILL = THEY WERE OF THE SAME OPINION STILL = !!!

(AS IS VANCE FERRELL.)

***** (11) = That is why she wrote YEARS LATER =

REBELLION = !!!


***** (12) = "HOLY SPIRIT!" leads men to be "QUICK" to tell the "DIFFERENCE!" between "TRUTH and ERROR!" SM 1:202,282,121. B2:52. 1888 GW 206.

IF YOU'RE NOT "QUICK!" = YOU'RE "SICK!"

***** TRUTH (13) = A PROPHET = has NO HONOR in his own COUNTRY or in his own FAMILY. So ELLEN WHITE had the BATTLE OF HER LIFE = to get "GREAT CONTROVERSY"

- 56 -
"NEPHEW" = "FRANK BELDEN" = (and his CO-CONSPIRATOR = "CAPTAIN ELDRIDGE") = somehow was put in CONTROL of the BOOK WORK. So they led her on a Merry Chase. PROMISED her = but NEVER kept a PROMISE. TOLD HER they would FEATURE THE BOOK = "NEXT YEAR!" Then "NEXT YEAR!" they came up with the Story that the "BOOK AGENTS" could not "SELL!" that Book - it was "TOO HARD" to Sell. Other Books sold "EASIER!" When she met that LIE = they came up with ANOTHER. Up to THAT TIME = she was RELUCTANT to make a RAID AGAINST "URIAH SMITH'S" MANIPULATIONS of SELLING his "D & R" and his "BIBLE READINGS!" Until they came up with the YARN that it was BETTER for the whole YEAR to Sell only "ONE BOOK!" THAT YEAR they chose: "BIBLE READINGS!" for it contained "THE FULL MESSAGE!" That is when she LOST HER TIMIDITY and said (finally!) what she NEVER SAID BEFORE! THIS WAS THE YEAR = 1895. She had gone to OLSON to use his Office to take after

TRUTH (14) = NEPHEW "BELDEN" = OLSON proved to be the WORST OF ALL = and let BELDEN and ELDRIDGE do just about as they WANTED = until she compared these 3 with KD+A (KORAH, DATHAN and ABIRAM.) "1888 MATERIALS" p. 1518. 1896.

TRUTH (15) = Very few will UNDERSTAND what they SNEARILY threw in her Face. BECAUSE SHE ONCE approved a "PART" of what URON SMITH had written and asked her APPROVAL = she agreed with that "PART!" = and from then on and forever = "URIAH SMITH!!" was the ONE! (if so, why the PERPETUAL "DAR" COMMITTEES to CHANGE that ROTTEN BOOK = and WHICH ONE did she "APPROVE" and WHICH "PART"?) The SAME with JONES and WAGGNER = because she took their SIDE = (or RATHER = "THEY" TOOK HERS!) She plainly said = she DID NOT HEAR everything they brought up = and SOME that she did hear - she DID NOT APPROVE! But they pay NO ATTENTION to THAT = even when she PREDICTED: "It is possible that Elder Jones or Waggoner may be OVER-THROWN by the TEMPTATIONS of the Enemy..." "1888 MATERIALS" p. 1044. 1892.

TRUTH (16) = JAMES WHITE FELL FOR "URIAH SMITH" = so did "WEE WILLIE!" = KNOWING THIS when She kept after them to PRINT her "ORIGINAL "GREAT CONTROVERSY" BOOK 4 = they SNEERILY asked her ("NEPHEW BELDEN"
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ASKED "AUNTIE!") "I have not known of one soul being converted through the reading of "GREAT CONTROVERSY," and I have known many souls converted through "BIBLE READINGS." (That may be even so = but what kind? The kind they are now bringing in = all slated for DESTRUCTION? T5:211.) "In the same talk you said, "I do as much to sell your books as I do Elder Smith's, (then sneeringly) you believe they are "INSPIRED!" do you not?" I said, "YOU may answer that Question. I SHALL NOT!" 1888 MATERIALS p.1383. 1895.

*****TRUTH (17) = (throughout these "1888 MATERIALS" = some one drew lines across = indicating that these portions should never be quoted = but apparently whoever released these materials paid no attention to that and printed them anyway.) THIS, of course is the fulfillment of the Lord's promise = before the end = "ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!" p.1386 = they should confess their sins before it is forever too late! p.1387 = Some might work right in the office = as did "NOAH'S CARPENTERS!" THAT is no guarantee that they will be saved! p.1388 = We are to come to God = "DAILY!" p. 1391 = The Lord let her hear "THE LOUD VOICES" of those who opposed her = this is what strengthened her so that she could survive. She know who they were!

*****TRUTH (18) = They fraudulently got "URIAH SMITH" to take less "ROYALTY" so they could make more money and is why they pushed "BIBLE READINGS!" "1888 MATERIALS" p.1684-5. 1899.

*****TRUTH (19) = All that was left for her was to deny their "INFALLIBILITY" and to threaten them with the "judgments" of God = as He always comes to the rescue to "prove" who was right! Did you notice what I said = ??? Not necessarily to "prove" who is (present tense!) who is right! But more often who was (past tense!) who "was" right! And he is about to do it again.

*****TRUTH (20) = But by that time = it will be too late = probation is over! After 120 years of warning = the flood came! "WARNING FIRST! JUDGMENT SECOND!" All the praying = crying = weeping = pleading = pulling of hair = will then avail nothing! It is too late! Adventists, like the antediluvians = expecting when the flood comes = then rush in to the ark = found the door closed = 7 Days before! So again = adventists
fondly hope what they will do when SATAN APPEARS in a FLYING SAUCER with the "SUNDAY LAW!" GC 624. Or what they will do at: "ARMAGEDDON!" will find to their SHAME = how CROOKED their LEADERS were (after SR. WHITE) = to lead them to HOPE = when the DOOR OF PROBATION WILL BE CLOSED = 6 PLAGUES BEFORE! But they LIKED THE "URIAH SMITH" TWADDE = would do well to get: A REAL EYE-OPENER!

"CRISIS IN AUTHORITY" = by GEORGE R. KNIGHT.

"MINISTRY" MAGAZINE = February 1991. p.6. THE MAJOR PART OF THIS MAGAZINE = an EYE-OPENER as to what REALLY HAPPENED in 1888. One of the FEW BRILLIANT MEN in the Adventist Church today. But he is STRAPPED! If he told you ALL = he would NEVER be on the PAY-ROLL of this or any other Church. So he is STRAPPED = he has to write with one-eye open to "GENERAL CONFERENCE POLICY!"

HOWEVER HE DOES AN AMAZING JOB OF PUTTING TO REST = FOR ONCE AND FOR ALL = THOSE WHO HAND YOU = "TRADITIONAL" ADVENTISM!

IN THIS MASTERFUL RELEASE. (Some, who are printing just plain "JUNK!" Should obtain permission and make THOUSANDS OF "RE-PRINTS!") IN THIS MASTERFUL RELEASE he omits 2 Things in this CLASSIC. WHY SR. WHITE SAID TO URIAH SMITH AND BUTLER = who wanted her to take THEIR SIDE in the 1888 DEBATE about "THE LAW IN GALATIANS!" (And the 10 Kings.) (And the "DAILY.")

WHY DID SHE SAY - REPEATED OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN = to go:

"BY THE BIBLE "ONLY!" WHY = ???

Did she not believe her own TESTIMORIES = ???. That's the very POINT that not even WEE WILLIE UNDERSTOOD = as he valiantly tried to meet them = MAN TO MAN! "BY THE BIBLE ONLY!" (And what a MESS he made! The same sort of MESS he made in UNITING with URIAH SMITH in "RE-MODELLING THE CAUSE" - in CHANGING THE "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" Let him CONTINUE his ROLE = as she
would quietly slip away and let WILLIE roll up his sleeves = and become the "AUTHORITY!" ALL of them had FLAUNTED her "PROPHETIC GIFT!" = now let them see how they will make out = WITHOUT HER = !!!!

"ELDER URIAH SMITH QUESTIONED THE PROPERITY of bringing the "TESTIMONIES" before the Church AT ALL! Thus he takes the responsibility of standing between "GOD'S WORD" and the people...Shall he sit in JUDGMENT upon my work?...And there are others = EQUALLY "BLINDED!" = who will follow in the same Path. IN=REJECTING=THESE=TESTIMONIES, Elder SMITH, you have virtually REJECTED=ALL=THE="TESTIMONIES!" (To B.C.C., 1882.) BRISBIN 15. "Much of what today is called: "TESTING TRUTH!" = is TWADDLE!" BRISBIN 21. 1890.

"CRITICISMS WERE THEN PASSED... declaring that: "THIS MUST BE CUT OUT!" and "THAT must be CHANGED!"...VOICES were DECIDED and DEFIANT... The Lord has NOT presided at this Council!" "1888 MATERIALS" = p.955. TM 469. LS 328. "I am more and more convinced that "REBELLION" is almost "INCURABLE!" "1888 MATERIALS" p.965. 1891.

JUST LIKE FROM AND MANY OTHERS =

"...to RESIST the "TESTIMONIES," to TURN from them, and to WAR against them, and yet you "PROFESSED!" to "BELIEVE!" in them!" "1888 MATERIALS" = p.1045. 1892. "...MINISTERS placed ELDER BUTLER and ELDER SMITH and some others = WHERE=GOD=ALONE=SHOULD=BE!" "1888 MATERIALS" p.1245. 1894.

HOW TO BE CURSED = !!!!

(After all the "ABOMINATIONS!" they see Today and "LIST THEM!" = they STILL say to "GO THERE!" and "STAY THERE!" So "STRONG!" in THEMSELVES = do not know that they GET = like the COMPANY they keep." ) "Thus saith the Lord; "CURSED" is the MAN that TRUSTETH in MAN and maketh FLESH his ARM!" "1888 MATERIALS" p.1289. 1894. "...but not looking to JESUS!" "1888 MATERIALS" p.1338. 1895.
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"RULE OR RUIN!"...in the Office of "PUBLICATION!"... and have chosen "DARKNESS!" rather than "LIGHT!" "1888 MATERIALS" = p.1357,1359. 1896.

WEE WILLIE WHITE =

Who "FOR YEARS!! = did all he could to PRAISE the LEADER-ship = they stole "10,000.))" from him and his MOTHER = his Family began to STARVE = and in the middle of it = PUT DOWN HIS "WAGES" = at the STORE they owed 2 months GROCERIES! = POOR WILLIE began to go "MENTAL!" Served him RIGHT! EVERYONE who places such "FAITH!!" in men - gets "WEAK" in the MIND! (EW 101.) "1888 MATERIALS" = p.1256-7. 1894. She called them a "DEN OF THIEVES and MONEY-CHANGERS!" Our "PUBLISHING INSTITUTION" is "SICK!" and needs a "PHYSICIAN!" Again she THREATENED what the Lord might do about it. p.1534-5. 1896. (here they drew another LINE = like as though this should NEVER BE PRINTED!

"ALL HEAVEN IS INDIGNANT!!"
EW 44,48,51,65,76,139,
155,177,215,220,228,246,268.

HAL LINDSEY = God's "LOVE!! is "UNCONDITIONAL!!" = WILSON made that the MAJOR THEME in that "27 CRAZY BELIEFS!! = But she said: "ALL HEAVEN IS INDIGNANT!!" and He will VISIT for "THESE THINGS!! "THE JEWS!!" were "WORSE" than the "HEATHEN!!" "1888 MATERIALS" p.1552-3. 1896.

ADVENTISTS ARE "WORSE!!" THAN THE JEWS = !!!!

"LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE =
and
"LIKE APPRECIATES LIKE =
and
"LIKE BECOMES like LIKE!"


"BIRDS OF A FEATHER =
"FLOCK TOGETHER!"

God calls "MESSENGERS" now to Teach the OPPOSITE of the CHURCH on almost EVERY SUBJECT! "1888 MATERIALS" p.1547. Those COMMITTEES you have appointed to CHANGE THE BOOKS = DISMISS THEM! p.1605,1651. TM 295. What these "CHANGERS" in the Temple were doing at "THAT" Time = CANNOT be "FOLLOWED" by the "REMNANT PEOPLE OF GOD!" TM 470. To the END we will have "CONTINUAL" and "SHARP CONTESTS!" with the likes of "THEM!" TM 471. Part of the "SNARES" of SATAN (LEFT OUT OF 1884 GC 337-340. (BOOK 4) = SATAN would LEAD ADVENTISTS into following "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!" TM 472. "WE MUST LEARN TO STAND ALONE!" TM 490. (This is one of the HARDEST PAGES TO UNDERSTAND in all the TESTIMONIES! There is only ONE WAY to understand it = Put RED ARROWS to "WE!" and "US!" And BLUE OR BLACK ARROWS to "THEY" and "THEM!" 2 CLASSES. But NO ONE NEEDS MISUNDERSTAND that "WE" must learn to "STAND ALONE!" TM 490. Way down at the Bottom of the Page. "THE SOONER WE LEARN THIS - THE BETTER!" EW 105,120. SG 2:266. GC 142. (BOTTOM.)

THIS IS A PRINCIPLE AND A TRUTH =

NOT APPRECIATED BY "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" MINISTERS. Because it is not part of their Training. THEY WERE TRAINED THE VERY OPPOSITE = the SAME as the JEWS in OLD JERUSALEM. (And to this Day.)

THEY ARE TRAINED =

They are TRAINED to be Saved as a: "COMMUNITY OF BELIEVERS!" = The INDIVIDUAL IS: "NOTHING!" = "NOTHING!" = "NOTHING!" = "NOTHING!"
He is only a "SOMEBODY!!" =

as a PART of the WHOLE. The BIGGER the CROWD BEHIND HIM = THE MORE RESPECT! THIS WAS FROMM. "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" meant how many could you BAPTIZE? "THE HOLY SPIRIT" would bring in the "MULTITUDES!" Every Adventist Minister was INDOCTRINATED with this DOGMA = TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!

EVEN THOUGH IT IS AS WRONG AS THE DEVIL = !!!

THIS PUTS THE "CURSE!!" ON YOU = if you are "ALONE!!" This means you must PREACH to SUIT the "ITCHING EARS!!" You must tell them about all the "MULTITUDES" you will "SAVE!!" Then you must tailor your MESS of a "MESSAGE!!" = to PLEASE that "MULTITUDE! YOUR EYE EVER OUT FOR THAT ONE OBJECT = !!! YOU DARE NOT DO OTHERWISE! Not if you want to be a Preacher in FROMM'S "CHURCH!!"

That's why the CRY for "LOVE!!" and "UNITY!!" Being a RECLUSE in the Adventist Church = and NEVER going to any OTHER Church = you would be SURPRISED out of your BOOTS = if you did hear another Preacher from another Church = making the SAME CALL for "DO NOT CRITICIZE! BROTHER!!" "DO NOT FIND FAULT WITH THE "BRETHREN!!" WE NEED MORE "LOVE!!" AND "UNITY!!" After a SLUG of that from some other Church = you might have to go to the PARK and sit on a BENCH = and WONDER = is that an ISOLATED PREACHER = ??? Did he perhaps learn that from our MIGHTY "FROMM?!" Surely other Churches (BABYLON!!) do not Preach the SAME as we do = ???

NO - THEY DO NOT = !!!

"WE" are NOT "FIRST!!" = and "THEY!!" are "SECOND!!" NO, not at all! "THEY" were "FIRST!!" and "WE" are "SECOND!!" "THEY" do not follow "US!!" "WE" have so far FALLEN = that "WE" follow "THEM!!"

QUIT A LET-DOWN TO FIND THAT OUT =

ISN'T IT = ???

But we better find it out = and in a HURRY = !!! THAT ALL THE "FROMM COMPUTERIZED ROBOTS!!" WERE DOING WAS IMITATING OTHERS! Whatever was "BIG!!" The CULMINA-

TION of that "POLICY!!" was BOWING at the FEET of
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BARNHOUSE and MARTIN = and ASTOUNDING the WHOLE RELIGIOUS WORLD with "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES!" And do you know the MAIN ONES = ???

WHAT WAS "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES" RIDDLE WITH = ???

I guarantee you = you will NEVER find this out from any "20-Year Preacher!" It was where JONES went off the Deep-End. It is 3 Words:

"I AM SAVED!" QD 105,118.349.

You must UNDERSTAND the MENTAL CONDITION of the MAN (or the "PHARISEE!") = that can say of himself: "I AM SAVED!" And it does not matter a HOOT if SR. WHITE GAVE THE STRONGEST TESTIMONY AGAINST THAT "BABYLON=SPIRITUALISM" DOGMA or not = they will risk all to maintain that IDIOM = they will risk all to MAINTAIN that MENTAL "HOLIER THAN THOU!" = attitude.

AS ROY A. ANDERSON PUT IT =

when he got up from PRAYING with BARNHOUSE & MARTIN = "WHAT A BLESSED THING TO "KNOW!" THAT WE ARE "SAVED!" = WRITE IT IN LETTERS 3 FEET HIGH!"

AS JONES PUT IT AND PICKED UP BY BALLANGER =

In 1893 = and Trumpeted in BRINSMED'S "ETERNAL PURPOSE!" "SHOUT IT!" to the whole World in the "LOUD CRY!" BRINSMED quoted the last 2 Chapters of the 1903 JONES BOOK = "THE CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION!" = JONES was "SAVED!" and "SINLESS! SINLESS! SINLESS!" ECHOED BY STANDISH IN HIS (NOT SO) "FIRM FOUNDATION" = ALL THE "AWAKENING" CAME TO AMERICA = SNEERING AT "SINNING AND CONFESSING! SINNING AND CONFESSING! THAT WAS SO "USELESS!" and they CONDESCEND TO PITY THOSE OF US WHO ARE SO WEAK THAT WE STILL "SIN!" as these "SINLESS DEMI-GODS" LOOK DOWN ON US FROM THEIR "ULTRA-HOLINESS TOWER." ECHOED by 10,000 other "20-YEAR PREACHERS!" INCLUDING ROBERT PRIEBE (RETIRED 33 YEAR SDA PREACHER IN ALL HIS TAPES. THIS IS HIS MAJOR THEME.) We had to quit listening to him.
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THE CONSORTIUM OF ADVENTIST MINISTERS THAT CAME =
to our Meetings in OSHAWA, ONTARIO = CANADA IN 1987 =
MARTY WOLD = FRED ALLABACH = JOHN SMITH = SAW THERE
WAS "NO HOPE!" of having a POPULAR MOVEMENT by joining
"HOEHN!" who stood by

ELLEN WHITE IN COL 155-6 AND 100 OTHER REFERENCES =

Since this is a quick Review and not intended to stop
and go into details = those 3 BABYLONISH=SPIRITUALISM=
(GC 554-8) WORDS =

"I AM SAVED!"

"The EVIL that led to Peter's fall, and that shut out
the PHARISEE from communion with God, is proving the
RUIN of THOUSANDS today. There is NOTHING so offen-
sive to God, or so DANGEROUS to the human Soul, as
PRIDE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY. Of all "SINS!" = it is
the MOST HOPELESS = the MOST INCURABLE...they are
"SAVED!" THIS IS MISLEADING!" COL 154-5. (And 100
MORE!)

WHAT THEY CALL "FAITH!" = IS MERE "FEELING!"

"OUR "WORKS!" = NOT OUR "FEELINGS!" = BEAR WITNESS OF
US...GOD DOES NOT LOOK WITH FAVOR UPON THOSE SELF-
RIGHTOUS ONES who loudly exclaim, "I am SANCTIFIED, I
am HOLY, I am SINLESS!" These are "PHARISEES!" who
have NO FOUNDATION (SM 1:205. SOP 3:337.) no
"FOUNDATION" for their ASSERTION. Those who, because
of their sense of utter UNWORTHINESS, dare scarcely
lift up their eyes to Heaven, "ARE NEARER TO GOD than
those who CLAIM so much PIETY. They are represented
by the "PUBLICAN," who, with his head on his breast,
prayed, "GOD BE MERCIFUL TO ME = a SINNER!" = and went
to his House = "JUSTIFIED!" - rather than the SELF-
RIGHTOUS "PHARISEE." RH 4:414. May 21, 1908. (Then
she goes on to say, as she does all through "STEPS TO
CHRIST" = that we are NOT TO DOUBT that our SINS ARE
FORGIVEN - many will stumble at this = but to say or
believe that our "SINS ARE FORGIVEN!" = (TODAY!) = is
a far cry from: "NO SANCTIFIED TONGUE will be found
uttering THESE WORDS till Christ shall come...NEVER
DARE TO SAY, "I AM SAVED!" SM 1:314,316,318,320,325,
328. (See why JONES FELL! SM 1:377.) GC 473.
"The Third Angel's Message" of the "Most Holy Place" is the "Anchor" that will keep us in a Time of "Storm." EW 254-6. SG 1:162-6. It is so nice to receive Letters, signing off with: "In the Most Holy Place!" Stay with it. It will not be long now.

More in the next Bulletin.
ARE YOU A WORRIER?

“Double, double, toil and trouble, 
Fire burn, and cauldron bubble.”

Witches at work, by Hans Baldung Grün.

Tangle of disorderly lines under Saturn shows discouraged moods. Other signs of a tendency to worry are often found in the same hand.